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Who Am I? 
If you’ve ever honestly asked yourself this straightforward sounding question, then you 
know it’s not quite so easily answered.  Seriously pondering it for the first time myself there 
are aspects of my being that promptly leap to mind – loving father, committed husband, 
loyal friend, grateful son and proud Canadian.  However, as the scope of this self-reflective 
inquiry naturally expands, I can see how this image of who I am quickly blurs itself into 
expressions of what I am – trusted advisor, sports enthusiast, deep thinker and aspiring 
author.  And in light of this personal reflection filling the mirror in my mind, it dawns on 
me that what I’m really looking at here is the where I am – this unfolding of my life.  The 
becoming of me. 
 

How Did I Get Here? 
I am who I am today because of where I’ve been.  Life is a journey and just like you, the 
specific place-time this body, heart, mind, spirit and consciousness occupies is a result of 
my own unique path, or shall I say past.  Being in one’s mid 40’s has a lot of water under 
its bridge, and standing here looking upstream through the course of my continuance, it’s 
clear to me how everything happens for a reason – a complete appreciation for countless 
moments, events, circumstances, choices, decisions and consequences that carry me to 
where I now stand.  Life’s reflection is a revealing one with some things memorable and 
others forgettable, but this chronicle of existence is mine and I choose to own it.  In greater 
view of a personal journey I’m inspired to step back just a little further to see how my own 
eventful flow relates to the flowing movement of so many others, and from this vantage 
point these interwoven threads form a small section in a complex web of human 
relationship.  From family, to friends, to community, to city, to country, to continent, this 
widening perspective now encompasses the entire Earth and as my mind reaches the 
boundary separating our fragile world and the space between the stars, I perceive a much 
greater web to weave.   
 

Where Am I Going? 
Crossing the threshold to a cosmic expanse this great big universe makes it hard not to feel 
so incredibly small.  Life seems insignificant next to countless stars in the naked eye that 
are just a blip to the trillions beyond our night sky, and just when this awesome enormity 
threatens to boggle the mind, a crucial thought occurs: this vast material cosmos is immaterial 
without us!  Sure, the external reality we observe is identified by our internal one, it gave us 
being, but we give it meaning, and from this conscious seat of significance a deep knowing 
can emerge – one true recognition that all before this high-tech age could only imagine.  
Yet unlike them our heads are down, and we’ve stopped dreaming; transfixed by the 
devices of our own uncertain times – this sleepwalking sojourn we’re on where the 
welcome is so long over-stayed.  An alarm goes off, it’s time to WAKE UP!  The promise of 
a new day awaits and will become accessible to us when we look in the mirror and see 
ourselves for the very first time. 
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WHAT IS THIS COMPENDIUM? 
 

In short, a compendium is the brief treatment or summary of a subject, especially an 
extensive one, and what subject could be more extensive than the nature of consciousness 
and existence in our universe?  Such an all-embracing and far-reaching discussion could 
certainly do with a guide to get us started and that’s what this compendium is all about – 
offering an abridgement to Our Flowing Existence: A Journey to Cosmic Consciousness 
(see Appendix) and setting the stage for so much more to come. 
 

Cosmology – the origin, general structure, and evolution of our physical universe, and 
Spirituality – the underlying purpose and meaning behind our material existence are deep 
discussions in their own right, so bringing them together under one roof is bound to 
create the need for a renovation to some outdated human headspace; a remodeling of 
mind and motive that is unquestionably in the best interest of our world going forward 
given the degeneration and decay its systems are subjected to.  Dismissible yet dire, these 
are perilous times indeed, making it abundantly clear that the torchbearer of intelligence 
on Earth (sound human minds) must find a way to come together at some level toward a 
mid-course correction if we want to successfully negotiate the turbulent seas threatening 
safe passage through the 21st century.  Asleep at the helm for quite some time now this 
change in direction will not come easy – nothing worth doing ever does.  But if one by 
one we choose to open our eyes, take a good look inside, and bring the universe down-to-
earth, we’ll have the chance to uncover this profound connection to one another – a new 
understanding in our humanity where consciousness can shift, our spirits will lift, and 
the right choices can be made for us, our planet, and the diversity of life we share it with. 
 

 

 

 
 

“Whatever is true spiritually and ethically about our circumstances has to transcend culture – our 
cultural differences.  There’s a reason we don’t talk about Christian physics and Muslim 
mathematics.  An experiment run here or in Baghdad actually works in both places if it’s teasing 
out something fundamental about the nature of the universe, and the only thing that guarantees 
our human conversation remains open-ended is a willingness for us to have our beliefs about reality 
updated and revised by conversation.  When the stakes are high, we have a choice between 
conversation and violence both at the individual level and the societal level.  The endgame for 
civilization is not political correctness and tolerating all manner of absurdity, it is reason and 
reasonableness, and openness to evidence.”                                                      

   Sam Harris 
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WAKING UP TO OUR IDENTITY 
 

The stakes for civilization are precariously climbing which has inspired me to ask many 
people one very pertinent question to these tumultuous and troublesome times:  “What do 
you think is the biggest problem facing humanity today?”  Answers I received included 
overpopulation, climate change, a propped-up world economy, corporate greed, narcissistic 
world leaders, political intolerance, religious blindness, terrorism, and human inequality to 
list a few.  There was certainly no shortage of answers provided in laying out the long track 
of hurdles challenging the human race at this juncture of its existence; however, no single 
response came close to the core crisis that confronts humanity going forward – maybe 
because the biggest problem on this entire list is the one that connects them all.  
 

Our human species is equally accomplished and inept.  We learned how to command fire, 
wield complex tools, compose art, literature and music, master agriculture and domesticate 
animals – yet we can’t control ourselves.  We achieved flight, traveled to the moon, launch 
space telescopes, probes and satellites, engage radio navigation and furnish fiber optics for 
instantaneous communication across the globe – yet we haven’t made the most important 
connection.  We created the internet, developed medicine and vaccines, discovered the 
Higgs Boson, and mapped the entire human genome – yet we don’t know who we are! 
 

In the face of this apparent irony that is well on its way to becoming truly tragic we find the 
biggest problem staring down the whole of humanity – a complete lack of identity.  Think 
about it.  The human race has nothing it holds as one aside from an Olympic flame that 
now seems suffocated by the same corruption, greed and self-interest threatening the entire 
globe, and the future of our children grows bleaker by the year until some common ground 
is found where we can cultivate a new worldview; one capable of burying the tired old ways 
of thinking and doing that sow seeds of division across social, political, racial and religious 
lines – biased boundaries drawn in the sterile sands of separation where too many minds 
dig themselves in.  Given how dysfunctional this world has become and considering people 
are not very good at looking within themselves as individuals culminating at a societal level, 
pulling our heads out of the sand in time to discover who we are might be simply too much 
to ask, but if we’re willing to accept the challenge at hand, then the best way to start is with 
a third-party perspective.  Imagine extraterrestrials quietly observing our planet right now – 
a life form intelligent enough to get its act together and escape the evolutionary bottleneck 
of the mind that presently holds humans back.  What would this alien audience watching 
our world stage see and how would they interpret our performance? 
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OVERTURE 

 
E.T. Writes Home 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Upon our approach to a beautiful world that shines like a gem in deep space, 

We saw it’s enhanced by technologic advance and thought this might be the place. 

Enlightened minds have been so hard to find in all our effort and drive, 

How exciting to see planets like these with the potential for awareness to thrive. 
 
Settling in for observation I felt our frustration as this life form will not satisfy, 

Like a perverted invasion of greedy persuasion, they’re sucking their own planet dry. 

Soiling rich oceans and polluting clean air these beings are wayward as hell! 

We laugh at their ways of chaotic display and how they’re conducting themselves. 
 
Innocent creatures stand by with distress in their eyes as they are led down a path to extinction, 

With horse blinders on another one’s gone erasing millions of years of distinction. 

This species can’t see all life is conscious like me and it’s hard to watch such disgrace, 

Life is a treasure they fail to measure; these earthlings just don’t know their place. 
 
Race, creed and color cloud their sound judgement and prosperity’s not wholly shared, 

Treating each other like crap there’s a mind-set intact that keeps them fearful and scared. 

This world’s at odds with its sanity paused, an identity crisis is certain. 

There’s good being done but it’s overshadowed by some who command the stage and curtain. 
 
As we leave it behind to scout our next find little hope remains in their case, 

Only through kindness and a shedding of blindness will they reveal their one true face. 

Like others we’ve seen who got stuck in between and fell so close to success, 

It’s tough to say if these humans will wake up one day and realize their own consciousness.                                                                                                    
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[ I ] 

 

WHO ARE WE? 
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WE ARE PREDATORS 
 

In the pristine wilderness of the Middle Paleolithic circa 75,000 BC, a nomadic hunter-
gatherer group stays on the move to keep warm.  The endurance of their lean frames is 
exceptional as they cover tremendous ground over extended periods in the wake of the 
flying creatures who preceded their direction days before.  Experiencing true life on the 
run, these migrational human forebears kill to eat and use every competitive advantage at 
their disposal to satisfy basic needs so often taken for granted in today’s economic jungle.  
Our Stone Age ancestors were successful survivors in a wild environment; instinctually 
driven to propel their genetic bloodline into future generations. 
 

We are animals – a deep-rooted fact of human existence that some prefer not to admit, but 
a reality requiring acceptance moving forward if we wish to make progress in discovering 
ourselves.  And human beings aren’t just animals, we are predatory mammals who come by 
our behavioral tendencies and aggressive instincts honestly.  I recall theoretical physicist 
and futurist Michio Kaku once suggest that if aliens ever visit us down the road, one can 
rest assured they’re lineage will be predatory by nature.  He’s correct.  There’s a reason the 
human race didn’t get to its current stage of planetary supremacy as passive herbivores. 
 

Today we are known anatomically as Homo sapiens and what’s far more inspiring than this 
binomial nomenclature is the fact we presently hold Earth’s evolutionary high ground on 
the backs of all our ancient human forerunners who fought, scavenged, hunted and killed 
to eat and survive.  Yes, we were once fully immersed in the natural order of things on this 
dynamic living planet – a predator-prey competition for survival that drives nature’s 
fundamental food chain providing an essential mechanism for the becoming of intelligence 
witnessed in the remarkable rise of our species.  An extremely successful animal that 
became this technology wielding life form whose capabilities are accelerating beyond 
competence to keep it all together, and as the wheels continue to come off our socially 
impaired machine governed by an unsustainable arrangement, it’s blatantly obvious that a 
new mind-set is required.  Old ways of thinking, believing and behaving are perpetuating 
an extensive list of new world problems and we must remember Einstein who said: “No 
problem can be solved from the same level of consciousness that created it.” 
 

We desperately need a jolt of awareness, or better yet, a flash of realization with the power 
to shine through the dark clouds of an old-world order – a bright light of insight and 
reason that can bring healing to decades of blindness, mistreatment, runaway expansion 
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and destruction.  On this reckless and perilous path we all currently tread it should come 
as a surprise to no one that humanity must take its next evolutionary step soon – a shift in 
the direction of human thinking to be illuminated by the realization that our 
consciousness itself comes from a place far more primal than our predatory ways. 
 
 

WE ARE LIFE 
 

We are life, and to be living is to be part of nature – this great evolvement of existence that 
we should all have genuine gratitude for.  Beyond the multi-million-year progression and 
growth of our own species, the tree of life that human history is organically connected to 
has roots extending billions of years into the ground of Earth’s deep past; an abundantly 
rich field of creation from which our earthly subsistence stems.  As human beings we 
belong to something so natural and pure – an ancient and intrinsic bond between life and 
planet that feeds a special kind of relationship; this cohesion of being that can sometimes 
make it difficult to determine where the Earth stops, and life begins.  When worlds like 
ours are located at a comfortable distance from their host star and they possess the right 
conditions (like liquid water) to produce and procreate living organisms, they become 
vibrant cradles full of possibility where life can emerge, and biodiversity may thrive. 
 

In the Universal Flow of Consciousness & Existence, the genesis of living things is not a 
one-off.  Standing firmly on the rung of cosmic awareness we’ve climbed to, it’s simply not 
reasonable to suggest life is exclusive to this globe.  After all, the Earth is but one planet in 
the entire Milky Way: a single spiral galaxy containing up to 400 billion stars.  It’s true; our 
galactic address is like a needle in a haystack that becomes exponentially harder to find 
when you consider the Milky Way alone is just a run-of-the-mill star system – one among 
perhaps a trillion individual galaxies populating this observable cosmos where you reside.  
The scope of our material reality is truly astonishing, and we’ll go much deeper into these 

facts and more coming up in How Did We Get Here?  For now, it’s important to picture the 

entire physical universe as a playing field of possibility where life can emerge, evolve, expand 
and escalate towards the stage of consciousness, the actuality of existence, and the level of 
intelligence we enjoy as a species today.  Look around you, living organisms are everywhere; 
our planet is teeming with them.  Life has enriched the natural world for billions of years 
and you are one of its most advanced forms.  
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Stepping back to appreciate the big picture of our existence we will see how this universe 
observed today is participatory in nature – how it gave us being, and we give it meaning.  
We perform an essential role in this reciprocal reality where the ascension to sentient life 
forms like us provides our universe with the vital platform needed to unfold its intelligence 
through the expression of consciousness, and from what we are shown so far, human 
beings are the highest form of this conscious expression.  Seriously, we haven’t been on the 
lookout for all that long and the search of course continues however, to date, there’s no 
reported sign of advanced life coming from anywhere beyond our home turf.  Although 
humankind has proven itself extremely mindless and foolish with the ongoing destruction 
of its only habitable environment, we are quick learners when we want to be and clever 
enough to recognize in the cosmic panorama that our species possesses something special 
given where it has climbed to on the evolutionary ladder; able to take in a view of this 
universe where Earth’s not the only game in town, but one of its players looks exceptional.       
 

At first glance, our advanced intellect might appear a unique occurrence in the cosmic 
wilderness; however, deeper examination reveals variables in nature are wild, underscored 
by the belief over 99% of all species that have ever graced this globe have gone extinct over 
time.  Without a doubt, human beings are relative newcomers to the life-scene on Earth; 
ushered into our leading role of planetary dominance courtesy the show-stopping asteroid 
that brought the curtain down on the Cretaceous Period 66 million years ago – a periodic 
reshuffling in the deck of life that dealt a death blow to the dinosaurs and a helping hand 
to the rise of mammals from which the human branch would eventually diverge and grow.  
How long has it taken our species to get to where it is right now on this tree of life?  If we 
condense the almost 4 billion years of life’s total existence on this planet into a single day 
(24 hours), the timespan from the earliest human ancestor to our present moment profile 
is barely enough for the average reader to complete this single page, and the run of time for 
anatomically modern human beings like us, would put Usain Bolt’s lightning fast 100-
meter sprint to shame!   No, we Homo sapiens haven’t been around for very long in the 
grand scheme of things, but we’ve certainly advanced rapidly in recent times; rising above a 
planet’s usual order to become this legitimate force of nature that is now wreaking havoc 
upon it.  A living storm of pollution spewing from a population spiraling out of control, 
and like Jupiter’s Great Red Spot, our presence is now a serious sore on the face of Mother 
Earth.  Clearly the consumptive impact of modern man on all fronts is plain as day, while 
the true potential of our conscious nature remains locked away – an abundant source of 
power just waiting to be discovered at the very heart and soul of a human being. 
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WE ARE CAPACITY 
 

What you see every day when you look in the mirror is not what you really are as the reality 
of your physical self goes so much deeper than this surface reflection.  Let us embark on a 
revealing trip to the core of your material being to discover the very essence of what you are 
truly made of.  Look right now at the tip of your index finger – left one or right one it 
matters not. 
 

Visualizing the magnified surface of your detailed digit coming into view, we watch textural 
fingerprints quickly succumb to higher resolution as the subtle contours of this organic 
envelope appear.  Diving deeper into the pores and stratum of an alien-looking landscape, 
the cellular nature of your skin reveals itself with millions of individual cells comprising its 
fleshly substance, and as we continue to microscopically unravel this biological fabric it’s 
evident that every single cell is in turn made up of a mixture of molecules exhibiting a 
predominance of H2O.  From a bodily perspective alone you are a container of mostly 
water, and pushing past this meld of molecular material exposes an existence of atoms; 
trillions of atomic configurations, once believed to be miniscule solar-system-like structures 
with electrons in orbit around nuclei containing mostly empty space, that are in reality just 
probability waves in a quantum cloud of possibility, and by focusing your attention towards 
an individual “haze” of hydrogen (the most basic element in nature), the very act of your 
observation is somehow collapsing this wave function to uncover a single electron 
surrounding a solitary proton which forms the atom’s nucleus.  Theoretical physicist 
Richard Feynman once declared: “If you think you understand quantum mechanics, you 
don’t understand quantum mechanics.” But we do know that the subatomic proton at the 
heart of this hydrogen atom isn’t the end of the line, as we can delve beyond the level of its 
structure (using particle accelerators) to reveal the building blocks of your nuclear nature 

called quarks; elementary particles so unimaginably minute, trillions upon trillions of them 
would fit on the end of a pin!  To say that beauty (or truth) is more than skin deep is 
obviously a massive understatement here as we have finally arrived at the smallest known 
constituents of matter comprising your fingertip, and any effort to dig further into this sub-
nuclear quarry of quarks necessarily invokes abstract mathematics and quantum theory 
with the cutting edge suggesting that every single elementary electron and quark in your 
entire body is a vibrating string – a hypothetical framework describing an oscillating and 
interactive arrangement which plays the harmonious music of your material existence. 
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Now take a good look around you – everything is made from the same subatomic stuff that 

you are.  Everything.  From the perspective of our material world you’re a conscious creation 
floating in an expanse of elementary ingredients and by looking at your being this deeply 
you aren’t just viewing it with two eyes, you are observing it with three.  The optical pair 
above your nose and a third “I” that is your feeling, thinking, and knowing self.  By 
reducing our physical realm to its quantum state of particles, waves and vibrational energy, 
one will see this inner “I” – their intelligence – is the most fundamental thing they have.   
 

Your capacity runs deep – as deep as the universe. 
 
 

WE ARE THE UNIVERSE 
 

Putting a finger on the source of our phenomenal existence as human beings is crucial to 
finding our identity, because at the end of the day to know who we are is to know where 
we come from, and by virtue of humankind’s insatiable thirst for knowledge combined 
with the continual advancement in our technology, the passionate and painstaking pursuits 
of scientific inquiry and experiment have done a wonderful job of unveiling this creative 
cosmos in which we all live.  For hundreds of years through telescope and microscope 
we’ve analyzed the roots of our being in a sweeping spectrum of scale, from the stupendous 
superclusters of galactic structure to the astonishing field of quantum construction, with a 
burning desire to understand what makes the physical universe tick.  In fact, the under-
lying truth behind our material nature is something man and womankind have been trying 
to find since antiquity and although we are closer than ever to completing the detailed 
picture of one complex reality, like a pending masterpiece that begs for its final brush-
strokes, the most important aspect in this cosmic work of art is missing. 
 

The centerpiece to the intricate puzzle of our flowing existence can only be found in the 
one thing we all share, but unfortunately it’s the one thing we barely recognize, and until 
woman and man altogether understand that the key to this wondrous cosmos is inside each 
and every one of us, we will forever remain in the dark.  In light of the Universal Flow, a 
new connection for humanity emerges and in the compelling evolution from an embryonic 
beginning to this conscious life form capable of comprehending its own existence, we will 
discover ourselves within the depths of our intelligence.  We are the universe trying to 
understand itself and the enlightening story of how we got here is about to begin. 
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[ II ] 

 

HOW DID WE GET HERE? 
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LAYERS OF CREATION IN CONCURRENT ACTIVITY 
AND THE PATTERN THAT CONNECTS 

 

In the frozen Antarctic, male emperor penguins signal the coming of the Sun bringing an 
end to their arduous four-month-long ordeal of incubating their young.  In Southeastern 
Canada, monarch butterflies commence the final leg of a multi-generational migration over 
a continent.  At the Keck Observatory in Hawaii, exuberant astronomers frantically train 
their instruments on the constellation Carina to capture the electrifying explosion of a 
supergiant star.  Orbiting high above the Earth, the Hubble Space Telescope focuses 
intently on two distant galaxies intertwined in a magnificent merger that began long before 
dinosaurs ruled our planet.  We live in a dynamic universe; a cosmos defined by constant 
motion, perpetual cycles, and relentless change where no matter what we choose to observe 
here on Earth or in the heavens above, it’s evident that everything is involved in a natural 

flow.  Nothing in this universe is static or fixed.  All is on the move. 
 

Standing motionless in the middle of a silent room with your eyes closed it feels like the 
world stands still, but this is of course an illusion.  While you are seemingly at rest 
physically there’s in fact a whole universe of activity happening around and within.  The 
ground beneath your feet is in continual motion through plate tectonics driven by the 
molten interior of a planet that spins you on its axis and carries you around a star which 
incessantly orbits a galaxy roaming an expanding megacosm.  The fitting quote furnished 
once again by Albert Einstein “Life is like riding a bicycle, to keep your balance you must 
keep moving.” applies to everything in creation including the proposed shimmy of strings 
vibrating at the core of your physical being.  Our wonderfully dynamic cosmos is moving 
simultaneously in so many ways.   
 

This synchronous spectacle of physical motion is integral to keeping our cosmos in balance 
but it’s not the only movement that the universe demonstrates.  There is a much deeper 
and more critical level of activity happening around and within every single one of us right 
now – a flowing movement of becoming as intrinsic to the heavens as it is to life on Earth.  
From the sprouting of a seedling in the springtime soil, to this colorful giant maple tree 
shedding its leaves in the fall; from the human fetus unfolding in his mother’s womb, to 
this elderly gentleman pushing his granddaughter on her favorite swing; from the birth of 
our Sun and solar system, to the death of our star seeding the next generation of stellar 
formation; you, me and everything we see in the world around us is moving from Creation 
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to Destiny.  An all-encompassing process of becoming from potentiality (what’s possible) to 
actuality1 (what’s real) which we will come to know as the Universal Flow: a synergetic 
symphony of existence expressed in a harmonized arrangement from Universe, to Galaxy, 
to Star, to Planet, to Life – layers of creation in concurrent activity.     

 

 
 

THE INFOGRAPHIC ABOVE (NOT TO SCALE) DEPICTS THE EVOLUTION OF OUR UNIVERSE FROM ITS 
BIG BANG BIRTH TO OUR PRESENT DAY – A FOURTEEN BILLION YEAR PROCESS OF BECOMING 
FROM WHAT’S POSSIBLE TO WHAT’S REAL.  DELIVERED IN LAYERS OF CREATION FROM UNIVERSE 
TO LIFE, WE WILL UNFOLD THIS PICTURE OF OUR PHYSICAL REALITY AS THE STORY OF HOW WE 
GOT HERE CONTINUES.  
 
Guiding absolutely everything, this Universal Flow from Creation to Destiny is the progressive 
passage through the ground of our existence and working backwards from your conception 
as a human being, through the lineage of your family within the rise of our species, to the 
origin of life on Earth, to the construction of our planet in the formation of a star, through 
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the generations of stars that preceded our Sun, to the inception of our galaxy in the early 
universe, to the genesis of the universe itself, it’s clear that every one of us comes from a 
long line of essential beginnings and no beginning could be more important, necessary, or 
primary than the creation of this one total entity that we call the cosmos.  In a reality of 
such unimaginable immensity one might think it would be impossible to put their finger 
on the totality of existence and make simplified sense of everything around us.  After all, 
immersed in a colossal materiality containing hundreds of billions of galaxies, about a 
quadrillion-billion stars, and a plethora of planets, where would we even begin?  To truly 
understand anything one must go to the root, and if what the overwhelming observational 

evidence for a Big Bang Birth tells us is correct, this entire macro universe in all its celestial 
splendor was created from a tiny point of supreme density and temperature – a primitive or 
rudimentary state where the basic ingredients of our material existence (time, space, energy 
and matter) along with the fundamental forces of nature and the laws of physics were once 
compressed into a region easily held in the palm of your hand. 
 

 
 

What this really means is that everything our universe ever needed to become what it is 

right now was at one time packed together inside an infinitesimal seed: a place of undivided 
wholeness where basic ingredients, fundamental forces, and laws of nature that produced 
all the galaxies, stars, planets, and life we witness in our developing cosmos today were once 
indistinguishable from one another in this universal embryonic state.  Hard to believe?  For 
some it may be, but as with anything in view it’s all about perspective, so let us employ an 
analogy to find reason and perhaps none could be more relevant or fitting than the nature 
of your own conception and becoming. 
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Take notice of your body right now: your thinking brain, focused eyes, inhaling lungs, 
pulsating heart, flexible limbs, dextrous hands and growing fingernails – all the magnificent 

material intricacy that comprises a human being.  From head to toe, the actuality of your 

current corporeal form was originally conceived in the potentiality of an embryo – the 
“infinitesimal seed” of your own existence.  This microscopic process that began you is 
surely one of life’s most fascinating aspects and much like our cosmos itself, the structural 
blueprint that your body needed to become what it is today was rendered in that eventful 
moment of creation.  Nothing about the architecture of your natural physical self was 
added from the outside after this creative conception.  All you are is in you – from the 
arrangement of your bones to the shape of your eye – the underlying design of your 
material being was there from the start and for our universe it’s no different. 
 

Looking inside yourself is the key to understanding the way of things at the very beginning 
and considering this amazingly complex physical life form that you have become today was 
conceived in the microcosm of biologic reproduction, it shouldn’t be a stretch to reason 
how this complex and expanding universe could be derived from a microcosm of its own.  
Much like the material you, our physical reality was born with all it required to become 
what it is today, and we will see moving forward that every layer of creation from universe 
to living being originates in some form of rudimentary state with a deep-seated capacity for 
development – essential embryonic beginnings possessing a natural endowment that sets 
this process of becoming in motion.  We don’t have to teach a seed to grow, show a 
caterpillar how to turn into a butterfly, tell a star to fuse hydrogen, direct a universe 
towards expansion, or train a fetus to unfold in its mother’s womb.  The omnipresent and 
all-inclusive progression from what’s possible to what’s real in our universe is a model of 
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perfection, proportional in every way, and at the heart of this Universal Flow beats a 
vibrant pulse pumping the lifeblood of potential into all material form.  Built upon 
intelligent creativity, holistic harmony, total integrity, abundant capacity and intentional 
expression, this everywhere-all-the-time movement from creation to destiny is the pattern 
that connects us all – the driving purpose for a revealing journey that starts right now.  
 
 

AN EVENTFUL COSMOS DRIVEN BY  
QUANTUM FORCES IN A COSMIC EXPANSE 

 

Of all the things one could want in preparation for the journey to a place they’ve never 
been before, a road map would certainly be high on the list.  During our travels on Earth 
we routinely use a global positioning system to keep ourselves on track, but obviously a 
GPS for the entire universe is a tough ask.  So, we’ll need to be a little more resourceful in 
our navigation here, and fortunately for us within the all-encompassing activity of the 

Universal Flow, there are Seven Currents of Our Existence that we can rely on to reach the 
destination.  In traversing the landscape of an astronomical reality, we will ride these seven 
unique but interdependent currents through an essential progression that begins with the 
one containing perhaps the most basic yet least understood ingredient of our cosmos – 
time. 
 

Given what’s known about our universe in this modern age, it’s abundantly evident that 
life on Earth and ultimately human beings didn’t just miraculously appear at some random 
point in the course of cosmic history.  Rather, there’s a natural order and rational buildup 
to things in this creative cosmos we observe and considering how it all unfolded from an 
infinitesimal seed to intelligent beings capable of comprehending their own existence, we 
will see there’s a certain way it had to happen – a single story line from big bang birth to 
your present moment best described as a sequence of events, and looking back to the dawn 
of time we know this story has been continuously unfolding for close to fourteen billion 
years.  In a nutshell, from the moment time took its first breath, it has taken almost the 
entirety of fourteen-thousand million years for our universe to produce a species on Earth 

capable of asking the question:  How did we get here?   
 

In travelling the time span of an entire universe, 14,000,000,000 is obviously a huge 
quantity and would be somewhat cumbersome to deal with moving forward or backward as 
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the case may be, so let’s use a comparison to establish a frame of reference surrounding 

events that define our Universal Timeline.  Neil deGrasse Tyson’s concept of the “Cosmic 

Calendar” from the popular television series Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey is the perfect 
analogy condensing the present age of the universe into a typical calendar year on Earth –  
an extremely useful tool offering us a level of perspective that a very large number cannot.  
This timeline naturally begins with cosmogenesis at the stroke of midnight on New Year’s 
Eve and flows forward to where you are right now (within the last second before midnight 
on December 31st). 

 

 
 

As we begin to recognize several significant developments from our vantage point here on 
Earth, it quickly becomes clear how a familiar chronological frame of reference provides 
sequential relativity to meaningful events that have occurred during the course of the 
cosmos.  One could naturally plot other happenings along this arrow of time as well; 
however, the eight noted above are sufficient to highlight some important points along the 
road to awareness.  Getting ourselves acquainted with this linear representation of events, 
we notice that a staggering amount of time elapsed between the formation of the first stars 
on January 6th and the birth of our own on September 2nd.  Two-hundred and thirty-nine 
days is a long stretch on anyone’s calendar and for the cosmos this equates to over 9 billion 
years of activity from the first stars forming to the moment our Sun arrived on the scene.  
What was happening during this gigantic interval?  It might seem unbelievable to some that 
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such an enormous expanse of time could pass before our life-giving star was born, but we’ll 
see during the exploration of the Stellar (5th current of the Universal Flow) that the cosmos 
was by no means idle during this seemingly prolonged period.  In fact, our evolving reality 
required a certain amount of time to create the right conditions for life as we know it – 
including a species with the faculty to understand in the becoming of the stars that living 
beings in general, and intelligent life in particular, could not have emerged in the early days 
and weeks of cosmic existence. 
 

Secondly, and in respect to life as we know it, one can see with the emergence of Earth-life 
around September 21st that the universe has been “alive” for at least 28% of its overall age.  

When we say at least twenty-eight percent it’s hard to imagine in a physical realm displaying 
countless stars with a plenitude of planets that life wouldn’t rush to fill the niches nature 
offers.  Despite the fact we are yet to detect any intelligent signals beyond the confines of 
what Carl Sagan so aptly described as our pale blue dot, simple organisms should exist in 
abundance across this vast cosmos if the example set by our own living world is any 
indication of life’s potential to emerge, adapt, persist and thrive.  Given more time along 
with humankind’s ever-increasing technological ability, we will surely discover that Earth-
life is not acting alone on the universal stage; however, when it comes to intelligent beings 
possessing the wherewithal to probe the question, we may be cast in a very select role 
indeed.  Even if simple life does prove to be quite common, advanced aliens and complex 
communicative civilizations such as ours are likely rare, but there’s also some chance 
human beings are just early to the party – a cosmic coming-out that still has plenty of time 
to materialize within the Goldilocks Zone of Consciousness.2 
 

Thirdly, and perhaps the most astonishing point in view of this Universal Timeline is to 
recognize the transition from BC to AD embodied by the birth of Christ occurred only 
seconds ago on the cosmic calendar.  From the fall of the Roman Empire to the rise of the 
internet; from the voyages of Columbus to the landings at Normandy; from the tearing 
down of the Berlin wall to the building of the international space station; everything that 
has taken place since Christ has occurred in the blink of an eye to a cosmic observer.  Not 
only are we human beings relative newcomers in the grand scheme of the cosmos, this 
simple illustration reveals our perspective of time’s passing in the Universal Flow is shaped 
by the layer of creation from which one chooses to observe it.  In other words, what can 
seem like an eternity to one observing man’s 2,000-year Common Era from the viewpoint 
of a single human lifetime, is a mere hiccup when this same unfolding of events is 
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considered externally – from the layer of the species, planet, star, galaxy or universe at 
large.  And if there is such a thing as absolute time in this material realm, our current grasp 

on it is tenuous at best.  Going with the flow, we naturally perceive everything moving past 

 present  future, but this is where our fundamental understanding ends – a definitive 
perspective of cosmic time eludes us and it’s easy to appreciate why. 
 

The Earth and Sun are not only the groundwork for our existence as a living species, this 
4+ billion-year bond between our planet and its star also builds the frame of reference we 

use to get a handle on time.  If someone asked:  How old are you? – your answer would of 
course be dependent on the number of trips the Earth has made around the Sun with you 

on the planet.  If one questioned:  How much sleep do you typically get each night? – your 
response would naturally be based on the rotation of the Earth.  Like words in our speech, 
we use the rotation of our planet on its axis to compose the seconds, minutes and hours of 
our days, and the revolution of the Earth around its star to record the passing years.  Seems 
obvious right?  It certainly should be considering we’re all genuine products of this solar 
system.  What might not be particularly apparent however is the basic fact that this Earth-
Sun relationship we innately use to describe time has existed for only a fraction of the 
universe’s present age.  Before September 2nd – the creation of our Sun, Earth and solar 
system was a mere possibility until these entities actually materialized or came into being, 
so at the end of the day, the ancient association between our planet and its star is just a 
temporary fixture, and this is the simple reason we have no absolute grasp on the totality of 
time other than to recognize it is moving forward.  The human species however would not 
be alone in this relational dependence.  For example, if an extraterrestrial civilization of 
comparable intellect were to have evolved on Mars with its day of nearly equal length, but 
its year almost twice as long,3 their universe would be approximately half the age of ours at 
closer to 7.5 billion years old.  By way of explanation, Martian timekeeping would be as 
planet-centric as our own in this physical realm of local viewpoints and temporal existence.  
We know that nothing in the material world is eternal and it may even turn out that our 
universe itself has a life cycle.  Whether the cosmos will go on forever or someday come to 
an end is uncertain (only time will tell), but we can be sure in the Universal Flow of 
Consciousness & Existence that the guiding movement from creation to destiny is where 
the past, present and future assume their familiar arrangement, and it’s within this 
impelling activity where one can find a more stable footing to appreciate the wholeness of 
time – the first current of our phenomenal existence which we will call: 
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THE EVENTFUL  
 

The springing forth of our universe from the ground of all existence is naturally the first 
event in this Eventful Flow as we don’t have an actual reality to discuss if there’s no 
beginning to launch from.  So, it stands to reason that anything in the cosmos which 
previously existed, exists now, or will ever exist in the future is categorically linked to the 
commencing moment of time taking its first breath.  All life is caught up in this unbroken 
movement from creation to destiny that started with a bang, and it’s within the Eventful 
where one can conceivably trace the steps taken by everything originating from a unified 

source – the fountainhead of Our Flowing Existence.  Also involved in this ubiquitous 
activity, those fictitious Martians wouldn’t agree on exactly when the first stars formed or 

when the big bang occurred, but they would certainly acknowledge the order in which these 
key developments took place.  When all is said and done, it’s the developing sequence of 
events that gives rise to the flow of time, not the clock or calendar that frames them; so the 
singular timeline we just discussed is properly perceived as derivative timelines unfolding 
from source within a cosmic mega-flow where all actualities (moments, events, conditions, 
structures, objects, entities, beings, etc.) in the entire universe can be traced upstream 
through this current of our existence to the big bang beginning of everything. 
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There is no deeper discussion we can have than the totality of existence and looking at the 
illustration on the previous page, one can see how the all-inclusive timeline of our entire 
universe gives way to four consequential timelines in succession – 5 distinct layers of 
creation in concurrent activity upon which the rise of our species absolutely depended.  
The Milky Way does not exist without the universe in the primary; our Sun does not exist 
without the galaxy that produced it; Earth does not exist without the star that formed it; 
Life does not exist without the planet that supports it.  There is an interdependent nature 
of being in our cosmos – one that cannot be overstated within the multi-layered reality of 
this universal paradigm.  In fact, the physical realm that you live and breathe in today is a 
gigantic web of relationship and it’s via the natural progression from Universe, to Galaxy, 
to Star, to Planet, to Life where we find our sense of direction in this complex web.  Going 
another level deeper in the layer of life, it’s possible to see from the very beginning how 
this web of relationship weaved its complexity all the way through to the evolution of 
anatomically modern human beings and ultimately to the conception of you – the starting 
point of your own eventful timeline which is obviously far too short to be represented in 
the graphic above.  If feelings of smallness or thoughts of insignificance are perhaps 
entering your mind right now, take heart!  Because what’s inside of you – at the very core 
of your being – is the most important thing imaginable, and moving forward we will see 
this consciousness you possess is the fundamental fiber that binds it all together.   
 

Taking a reflective step back now to consider your own life including all the moments, 
events, circumstances, choices, decisions and consequences that have brought you to where 
you are today, it’s clear that everything taking place from the moment of your conception 
to your reading of these words has a deep history within what we would appropriately 
acknowledge as Your Own Eventful Flow4 – an existence whose timeline looks miniscule in 
comparison to the layers of creation that preceded it, but whose web is most intricately 
woven.  You live inside a universe where nothing exists independently and to truly under-
stand where you fit in – how this personal path that your mind’s eye is reflecting upon 
right now links up to the world – you must consider yourself as fully integrated with the 
rest of our eventful reality, and when you do this it becomes appreciable very quickly just 
how interconnected everything absolutely is.  Unravelling the web of relationship that led 
to your own conception, this story would be incomplete without considering the lives of 
your parents, your grandparents, and naturally your entire ancestry.  Are we done there?  
Certainly not without considering your ancestry’s connections to the becoming of society 
and the history of humanity as a whole, and of course the attachment of our Homo branch 
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to the tree of life on Earth.  Done?  Not without grounding the roots of life on Earth to the 
creation of this planet through the formation of its star.  Complete?  Although the genesis 
of our Sun and solar system is to a certain degree a natural bookmark in the chronicle of 
reality from the perspective of any human being, it is well understood that our star’s 
existence has a lineage of its own that runs through the Milky Way back to the origin of 
galaxy formation which is naturally embedded in the inception of the cosmos itself.  
Without a doubt, the epic narrative of our entire universe from its big bang beginning to 
the passage describing you is from start to finish written in the Eventful, and the popular 

saying we often hear everything happens for a reason is certainly the hallmark for this current 
of our existence. 
 

We live in a cosmos supplied with the necessary time to be creative and on this continuous 
journey from what’s possible to what’s real, it is from within the Eventful where you can 
embrace a total sense of time, flow, cause, sequence, outcome and meaning, and you can 
now imagine how this first current of the Universal Flow is capable of fully describing the 
unfolding of events that took place in arriving at your ability to presently consider it.  The 
underlying truth here is that we all come from the same place and regardless of race, color, 
nationality, religion, gender or sexual orientation, in the equitable eyes of our universe – 
we are all one.  There is of course a natural order to everything in this amazing cosmos we 
share, and the birth of our reality, the conception of our galaxy, the formation of our star, 
the creation of our planet, and the emergence of life are monumental events that led to 
your extraordinary existence as a human being; major developments on this universal stage 
of potentiality, probability, and opportunity where individual and commingled futures are 

determined.  Destiny in this enlightening worldview is simply defined as what something will 

become and as we continue our quest to uncover the six remaining currents that describe 
how we got here; it is within the Eventful where your future unfolds. 
 

 
 
Now that we can properly picture the Eventful as the current of possibility in the universe 
where a directional flow of time and specific sequence of events led to our existence both 
individually and collectively, we naturally arrive at the second stop in this journey of 
discovery.  As Albert Einstein proved in his groundbreaking theory at the turn of the 20th 
century, a discussion involving time is incomplete without the inclusion of space.  Brought 
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to light within one of four revolutionary papers released during his magical year of 1905, 

Einstein’s flash of realization known as special relativity revealed to the world that space and 

time are inextricably connected in what is commonly understood as a space-time continuum: 
three dimensions of space and one dimension of time that come together to create the 
theatre of our physical realm – an eventful playing field within a spatial arena where all 
material existence plays itself out.  In the process of our becoming from a microcosmic dot 
to intelligent beings putting their attention on the totality of reality, it is not only a lot of 
time that’s required, but a lot of space as well, and so we begin to unfold the next most 
basic ingredient in this universal subsistence shared by all – the space-based current of our 
existential connection that’s been flowing since the beginning of time which we can openly 
observe as:  
 

 
THE COSMIC   
 

It wasn’t until 1929 when American astronomer Edwin Hubble using the largest telescope 
of his day observationally confirmed the expansion of our universe theoretically proposed 
two years earlier by Belgian priest and professor of physics, Georges Lemaitre.  Our own 
Milky Way Galaxy is one among a seemingly infinite supply of star systems that fill the 
observable universe (our three-dimensional spatial arena) and by employing a technique of 
calculating the redshift of these distant luminous objects moving in intergalactic space (the 
space between galaxies), this storied stargazer was able to accurately measure the relative 
velocity of numerous galaxies receding from his view.  The term “redshift” is used to 
describe the effect on a light source moving away from an observer as the wavelength of 
light emitted is stretched towards the red end of our visible spectrum.  Conversely, a galaxy 
coming at us through intergalactic space is termed blue-shifted as the wavelength of its star 
power is compressed towards the blue end of the spectrum in visible light.  Almost every 
galaxy we can see beyond our Milky Way is red-shifted and Hubble used this abundant 
sample to determine that the relative velocity of recession of a galaxy is proportional to its 

distance from an observer.  His monumental discovery is known as Hubble’s Law and it 
proves conclusively that the expansion of the universe carries distant galaxies away from 
our own as the space between perpetually expands. 
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This prevailing movement of galaxies isn’t regular motion as we might be accustomed to 
perceiving it – like two cars on a highway travelling in opposite directions and getting 
farther apart.  More like dots on a balloon that get separated over time as the material is 
inflated, galaxies across the observable universe are moving away from one another because 
the fabric of space itself is stretching in all directions, and the farther out we look, the 
faster galaxies are separating from our own – carried away by a Cosmic Flow in perpetual 
motion since the beginning of time. 
 

Our lives and this physical reality are not the only things involved in a continual process of 
becoming – human knowledge is too.  What Edwin Hubble saw in 1929 as individual star 
systems beyond the confines of the Milky Way, were in earlier times of the 20th century 
believed to be just collections of stars in our own galactic backyard – “fuzzy nebulae” that 
telescopes before Hubble’s day could not discern as observational astronomy had not yet 
defined the boundary of our galaxy.  A victim of this lesser technology and lack of visual 
awareness, even the brilliant and accomplished Einstein felt compelled to add window 

dressing to his equations of general relativity – a cosmological constant artificially introduced 
to keep the cosmos stationary and firmly in line with the steady state thinking of so many 
at the time.  Later proclaimed his “biggest blunder”, the ever inquisitive and truth-seeking 
Einstein would repeal this static universe in the face of scientific scrutiny which culminated 
in Edwin Hubble’s undeniable proof for the expansion of space. 
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We must make a distinction here in our discussion of this dynamic spatial expansion and 
how it relates to our galactic home – the Milky Way.  The scope of our observable universe 
is unimaginably immense and when we talk about this stretching of intergalactic space, we 
are not referring to the expanse between our own galaxy and the Andromeda Galaxy for 
example, which in the panorama of these astronomical surroundings would be considered 
a down the street neighbor at a paltry 2.5 million light-years away – a stone throw’s distance 
in comparison to the universe at large.  The separation of galaxies carried by this current of 
our existence occurs on a much larger scale than this.  In fact, Andromeda is one of the few 
blue-shifted galaxies that we can see beyond our own as this neighboring star system is 
moving towards us in a gravitational migration with major implications that we will see 
during the exploration of the Galactic.  For now, it’s important to recognize that galaxies 
close to our own are bound together by the force of gravity which prevents them from 
being driven apart in the Cosmic Flow.  Much like a subdivision is situated in a larger 
neighborhood that belongs to a district which in turn forms part of a greater city; our 
Milky Way is situated in a local group that belongs to a cluster which in turn forms part of 
a supercluster of galaxies in gravitational association – a sprawling metropolis whose 
cumulative gravity appears to be overriding the persistent push of this spatial expansion.  In 
today’s cosmos, the force of attraction between masses of ordinary matter (that which 
makes the Moon, stars, planets and people) combined with the gravitational influence of a 
mysterious dark matter5 work to shape the spacescape of this galactic metropolis internally, 
while the current of the Cosmic sculpts the observable universe beyond city limits. 
 

In the surge of a ceaseless Cosmic Flow, our physical reality on its tireless journey from 
creation to destiny looks a lot different today than it did in the past, as this incessant 
interplay between the relentless push of expansion and the powerful pull of attraction has 
woven the observable universe into a gigantic network of existence where starlit complexes 
of galactic structure are separated by deep voids of eternal darkness.  In the middle of this 
wonderful web of relationship we find ourselves on a rocky planet, embedded in a stable 
solar system, nestled in a spiral galaxy, established within a local group, belonging to a 
massive cluster that’s in turn connected to one of countless galactic superclusters stretching 
across a vast material realm.  Once again, the description of Earth as a pale blue dot is a 
fitting one when we look at the apparent insignificance of our physical address in this 
measureless continuum we occupy.  However, in the clutches of consequence our planet 
holds the key to the cosmos. 
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As if Hubble’s discovery wasn’t enough to blow the doors off our perception of space, 
another finding at the end of the 20th century would turn the universe on its ear with the 
realization that this dynamic fabric is not only expanding – its growth is accelerating!  
Introduced by physicists as a resurrected form of Einstein’s cosmological constant, this 
accelerating expansion of space is believed to be driven by an enigmatic dark energy6 that 
along with the previously mentioned dark matter will have a direct influence on the destiny 
of our entire universe.  In the bedrock of existence, this intrinsic movement from what’s 
possible to what’s real that we’ve been discussing from the very beginning of this section is 

a fluid one, with many factors capable of influencing an entity’s future.  Remember, destiny 

in the Universal Flow is defined as what something will become, and the deeper we go in the 
layers of creation from universe to life, the more potential factors arise to influence 
something’s becoming.  In the case of a human being for example, there’s a multitude of 
possible moments and events that can positively or negatively affect one’s future, whereas 
the universe at large (which we now properly recognize as the primary layer of creation) has 
very little upon which its life depends.  However, dark matter and dark energy do appear to 
have the destiny of physical reality in their grip and although these counteractive dark 
ingredients are among the deepest mysteries facing cosmology today, in consideration of 
the Cosmic Flow their influence is certain to produce one of three possible outcomes:  
 

Big Crunch 
In this first potential outcome our cosmos has sufficient core density or adequate internal 
massiveness to eventually halt its own expansion and at some undetermined point in the 
far-flung future will begin to contract.  A physical realm of this nature possesses enough 
mass within its overall matter content (ordinary and dark) combined with the mass-
equivalence of its energy load (E=mc2) to create a spatial structure that is positively curved 
like the surface of a sphere.  This gravitationally bound cosmos is considered closed which 
means that it will never grow forever and must eventually shift from expansion to contract-
ion or from flow to ebb – the future of this megacosm favored by those who suggest our 
entire reality is cyclical in nature where a Big Crunch is followed by a Big Bounce that 
starts the universal flow from creation to destiny all over again. 
 

Big Freeze 
This second possible scenario has what physicists call critical density where the total mass of 
our universe results in a spatial geometry that’s described as flat.  The distant future in this 
universe is one where the current of the Cosmic eventually slows towards a trickle over 
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time, but takes an infinite duration to run out.  At first glance this outcome sounds much 
more positive than the Big Crunch above; however, the stark reality here is that material 
available to make new stars eventually gets consumed, locked-up or dispersed and in many 
hundreds of trillions of years from now, like a flickering candle burns itself out, even the 
dimmest and most conservative red dwarf stars exhaust their hydrogen fuel source – slowly 
fading to black in a perpetually cooling cosmos destined for eternal darkness. 
  

Big Rip 
In this third and final outcome, the overall density of the cosmos is well below what’s 
critical to keep things together as a breakneck dark energy expansion creates runaway 
growth in the structure of space.  Expanding at an ever-increasing rate, this super-surging 
Cosmic Flow catastrophically stretches the universe at all distance scales from the macro to 
the micro and even atoms are eventually torn apart as the fundamental forces of nature get 
overwhelmed.  In a cataclysmic fate of cosmic proportions, the fabric of space-time itself is 
ripped to shreds as our physical realm comes to a dramatic end. 
 

Although heat-death in a Big Freeze is favored by many physicists, the jury’s not entirely in 
on exactly what scenario will ultimately unfold, but considering the Cosmic in general and 
the life of our universe in particular, it’s crystal clear that: 
 

DENSITY  =  DESTINY 
 

Within the flow of this crucial current we can rest assured our cosmos will continue to 
support life for billions upon billions of years to come making a crunch, freeze, or rip 
scenario seem rather trivial to the future of man and womankind, which is welcome news 
considering we have enough problems to deal with already on this apparently human-
forsaken planet.  Whatever influences the becoming of us going forward, it is conclusive 
that life on Earth occupies the Goldilocks Zone of Consciousness: a finite window of time 
where our cosmos has the abundance and fertility necessary to actively express itself 
through us and all of life, and there’s no time like the present for human beings to wake 
up to this reality.  With almost fourteen-billion years of uninterrupted expansion under its 
belt, the observable universe of today is truly enormous evidenced by a cosmic horizon 
(how far away our telescopes can see) viewed at a staggering 46 billion light years distant 
which equates to more than 4 x 1023 kilometers (over 400,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 
km!).  Yes, the web of relationship in which we find ourselves entangled is unimaginably 
large and it’s no wonder we humans struggle to grasp such immensity, but our intention 
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here is not to overwhelm ourselves with the incredible vastness of this place.  Instead, the 
purpose is to achieve awareness, appreciation and ultimately gratitude for the eventful 
playing field our reality has become within a spatial arena that’s been expanding since the 
beginning of time – providing the universe with ample room to be creative.  This observed 
expansion of space is a major underpinning of the big bang which affirms a universe 
expanding today must have been smaller in the past, and like a trail of breadcrumbs 
leading us home, one naturally arrives at the compelling conclusion that you, me, and 
everything we see (all the elementary ingredients from which our material world is made) 
was at one time much closer together.  So close together in fact that everything previously 
existing, existing now, or will ever exist in the future, as a matter-of-course finds its source 
within the universal embryonic state we are calling the infinitesimal seed of creation.  Our 
cosmos was born with the impetus it needed to become what it is today and understanding 
the inseparable nature of space and time revealed by Einstein, we know these first two 
currents of existence began in lock-step with one another to form two-thirds of an integral 
foundation upon which our material being would depend.  Grounded in the awareness 
that the Cosmic provides indispensable space, and the Eventful affords essential time, this 
illuminating journey inevitably leads us to the 3rd current of the Universal Flow where our 
cosmos is supplied with the necessary capacity to be creative. 
 

 
 

With the cribbing of time and space now firmly in position, we stand ready to pour the 
pure substance of our physical reality.  The final third of a fundamental foundation that 
supports all the material complexity in this mind-blowing universe we observe today – the 
quintessential current of our existence which we can constitutionally call: 
 

 
THE QUANTUM  
 

Caught up in the Universal Flow of Consciousness & Existence, one will see this current 
of the Quantum has far greater depth than the circumscribed notion that you, me, the air 
we breathe, the water we drink, the ground beneath our feet, the stars above, and the 
people we love are all just random clusters of particles in a mass of material activity obeying 
the laws of physics.  Let’s make no mistake about it at this critical juncture in our evolution 
as an intelligent species in the 21st century – one capable of observing a cosmos containing 
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innumerable galaxies composed of countless stars that in their process of becoming can 
create planets like ours – that we’ve come down to the heart of the matter.  And in the 
spotlight of our existential connection what people really want to know is:  How did we get 
here?  
 

Resting on solid pillars of observable evidence in support of the big bang theory, it has 
become widely accepted today that our universe emerged from an embryonic source of 
supreme density and temperature.  This much we can gather.  Now, in the discussion of 
what led to such an origin, unlike the nature of our biological existence where we can 
directly witness the cause and conception of a human being, we are left to the capability of 
our reason and the power of our imagination to conceive the genesis of an entire universe.  
Like a fish swimming in an ocean is by its very nature blind to what goes on outside the 
volume of water it exists within, human beings cannot precisely observe the wellspring of 
quantum creation that lies beyond certainty.  In our bodily nature we are creatures of the 
senses; faculties naturally developed in relation to our physical environment and outside 
the order of this evolutionary upbringing there are simply no sensuously perceivable things 
to describe.  No sight, no sound, no smell, no taste, no touch.  So, in our effort to grasp 
this intangible root enfolded within an infinitesimal seed, we find ourselves so deep inside 
the primary layer of creation it shouldn’t be at all surprising we should run into a physical 
barrier of bewilderment.  Even our most advanced scientific experiments employing the 
most powerful technologies available are inherently limited in their empirical exploration 
of this deep quantum ocean in which we swim – exactly what caused this physical universe 
to take its first breath is forever beyond the reach of our sensuous selves. 
 

With a full court press of experimentation using particle accelerators that could surround a 
small town, the discipline of high-energy physics has delved undauntedly into the quantum 

conditions that would have prevailed during the Primordial Era in the life of our universe; 
pushing back the clock to within fractions of a second after the big bang through extreme 
energy collisions in the subatomic world.  By smashing the building blocks of atoms 
together at nearly the speed of light, these extraordinarily determined and conceivably 
dangerous efforts to reproduce and examine aspects of the very early universe have revealed 
observations confirming theoretical prediction – a bound and determined quest to uncover 

the Grand Unification Epoch where all the fundamental forces of nature except for gravity 
merge into a single force.  An ultra energetic horizon that a predominance of physicists 
believes once reached will pave the way towards the sought after Holy Grail of Physics 
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known as the Theory of Everything, where at even higher energies gravity joins the whole.  
However, as scientists investigate further and further back in time by exposing the way 
things were at the very beginning; ever deeper inside this first second in the life of our 
universe where distance scales become shorter and shorter, everything also becomes denser 
and hotter.  To experimentally probe these obscure quantum conditions requires an ever-
increasing amount of energy and well beyond the sub-nuclear universe that we can actually 
see today and possibly observe tomorrow looms the theoretical brick wall known as the 

Planck Epoch.  A domain of unfathomable density, unimaginable temperature, infinitesimal 
size, and immeasurable time where all understanding literally breaks down – a perplexingly 
primal environment where Quantum Field Theory and Einstein’s General Relativity (the 
two-fold standard upon which all modern physics is built) are incompatible.  It looks like 

our cosmos is trying to tell us something.  Maybe it’s saying: this complex physical realm from 

which your lives have emerged, and your existence plays out is not all there is – suggesting this 
entire material universe and everything it contains is just an expression of something much 
more fundamental.  While mathematical models like string theory attempt to stuff the 
material void, the ones who can see may never hear as our greatest heads remain captivated 
by the well polished physical side of this quantum coin – a single-minded bet that seems 
incapable of telling the whole tale.  It’s been said many times before all the way back to 
Aristotle that “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” and this is precisely the 
perspective requiring adoption moving forward if humans are ever going to make the 
connection, realize the intention, and identify the significance of who we are and why we 
are here.  However, some things we know are easier said than done.  For so many human 
brains their everyday experience, memory, thought and consequent behavior have been 
conditioned by a mechanistic worldview that identifies individual parts as forming the 
whole – an outward-in approach to the nature of reality that inevitably leads to separation 
and confusion.  It’s time to start thinking a little bit bigger and by opening our minds we 
might just realize this Planck boundary in density, temperature, space and time is pointing 

the way to a deeper truth.  As Simon Sinek says, we need to Start With Why – an inward-out 
approach to the nature of our reality that humanity so desperately needs in order to pass 
the 21st Century Mirror Test7 and recognize itself once-and-for-all within this complex web 
of relationship that we along with our universe have woven.  About to enter fresh territory, 
we endeavour to cross and close the chasm separating the material from the non-material 
and the physical from sensible metaphysics – an interdisciplinary bridge that humanity 
must build if it wants to ultimately discover itself.  Not just individually, not just as a living 
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species, but collectively; all life – all being – all existence.  Our journey is about to 
continue, and rest assured we will not be leaving the material universe behind.  We simply 
can’t.  Why?  Because this physical realm is the foundational field of expression for our 
cosmos – the participatory platform from which intelligence unfolds, existence evolves, and 
consciousness grows in the Universal Flow.  Gaze into the mirror.  Peer into those eyes.  
You are the universe looking at itself. 
 

Instead of identifying the whole as simply the sum of its parts, we need to shift our 
awareness to the parts being an expression of the whole, and we can find some valuable 
insight in the words of Wayne Dyer who so concisely stated in his contemplation of 
creation that our universe went from NOWHERE to NOW HERE – the same seven 
letters in the before and after except for a breaking of symmetry that changes everything.  
Imagine a place of undivided wholeness with no extremes – no here or there, no front or 
back, no up or down, no black or white, no wrong or right – the purest, most balanced, 
most capable and creative womb imaginable; the birthplace of all existence where pure 
potentiality prevails and where our infintesimal seed will germinate.  Some would call this 
ground the Multiverse and others will call it the Divine.  We’ll refrain from labelling this 

highly contentious domain here other than to say that it is the Origin of Wonder: the source of 

all creation and the fountainhead from which every one of us orginated.  The starting point of an 
epic journey where the beginning of this universe is hanging on the stimulus of a moving 
force.  Like the biggest bolder perched precariously upon the steepest cliff atop the highest 
mountain, the potential to roll is poised for release.  Now imagine BANG!!!  All at once 
time begins, space inflates, and capacity teems concurrently as our universe sprouts from 
the potentiality of this fertile ground in a rush towards the actuality of existence.  Flowing 
onward and outward from the proportions of one, symmetry is broken for a cosmos to 
become – the nowhere becomes the now here and our universe is alive and kicking! 
 

Visualizing the entire evolvement from an infinitesimal seed to intelligent beings capable of 
contemplating the source of all existence is not easy, so we must keep it simple to begin; a 
birthing that stems from this domain of symmetric simplicity where basic ingredients, 
fundamental forces, and universal laws are not yet in play – an embryonic capacity deeply 
rooted in the womb of undivided wholeness from which division will occur and contrast 
created.  Looking once again to the layer of creation we know most intimately as our guide 
to reason (watch Alexander Tsiaras’ stunning Ted Talks video on my You Tube channel:  

“Conception to birth – visualized”) it’s clear in the germination of a fertilized human egg that 
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things take time to develop after the moment of origination.  The inseminated ovum’s first 
division occurs at 24 hours and the embryo divides further at regular intervals.  At 25 days 
a heart chamber is developing, and at 32 days of growth arms and hands start to emerge.  
Four days later the primitive vertabrae begin to unfold, and at 45 days from impregnation 
the human baby’s heart is beating twice as fast as its mother’s.  As two hearts beat as one in 
this cadence of creation, there exists a third beat providing the underlying rhythm to this 
miracle of life – an omnipresent animating force that looks like some kind of purposeful 
physical intelligence that remains undeniably explained.  Maybe we’ll never know exactly 
how this principle of process permeating everything in nature came to be, but in light of a 
most fitting fetal analogy it shouldn’t be difficult to see yourself living in an intentional 
universe; one driven to unfold its creative potential in the expression of itself – a natural 
flowing movement within which our lives and consciousness so intrinsically emerged.  
Returning to the formation of our material realm as a whole, the same principle of process 
that produces baby from mother’s womb must apply also to the unfolding of this universal 
embryonic seed, and just like the first several weeks in the becoming of a human life are its 
most rapid stages of development – you would have weighed one-and-a-half tons at birth if 
the initial pace of your growth were maintained! – our universe also experienced incredible 
progress in minimal time.  However, contrary to the many weeks required to kick-start a 
human life, the rudimentary phase for the primary layer of creation would be over in about 
three eventful minutes. 
 
 

The Beginning of Everything 
 

In the bang of origination 
Existence would be 

From the seed of creation 
Potential set free 

 

Fireball cosmos in motion 
Expansion the key 

Spreading rich quantum potion 
Forming all that we see 
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Theoretically blasting through the Planck boundary as a raging bundle of pure capacity, 
smaller than the size of a single atom and infinitely hotter than the core of the Sun, our 
embryonic universe’s first division supplies the seat of future structure as the force of 
gravity is cleaved from wholeness and the unfolding of our reality is underway.  Everything 
that our universe will ever be is contained within this energetic embryo and just like a 
volume of freezing water exposes fissures, cracks and splits, the immaculate face of a 
fleeting symmetry will be repeatedly fractured by a heavy handed process of expand – cool 
– reveal.  Going about its business of becoming, the strong nuclear force responsible for 
binding the nucleus of every atom in your entire body is the next to break from wholeness, 
triggering a tremendous flash of growth which inflates the universe from a microscopic 
speck to the size of a grapefruit in a trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a second.  
This initial burst of exponential expansion may not seem very impressive at first blush, but 
it’s the equivalent of a golf ball becoming the dimensions of Earth in an absolute blur!  
Continuing to expand faster than the speed of light, this extraordinarily brief interval of 

time hypothesized as the Inflationary Epoch would see our cosmos double in size hundreds 
of times over and drop sextillions of degrees in temperature before eventually reheating, 
and leaving in its wake a hot, dense, liquid-like reality of radiation and fermionic particles 
comprising existence.  In the blink of a cosmic eye, elegant simplicity is replaced by a 
transformational complexity that has only just begun. 
 

At the end of inflation (only 10-32 seconds old) our developing cosmos registers at a trillion-
quintillion degrees; far too hot for anything solid to form, but just like the heart beating in 
your chest didn’t materialize until several weeks after your own conception, it will take 
more time, expansion and cooling for the primordial universe to express the fullness of its 

physical features.  No longer enlarging exponentially, it has entered the Electroweak Epoch 
where two fundamental forces of nature cling to wholeness and intense radiation continues 
to dominate the scene, but as microseconds tick away, relentless expansion and falling 
temperature deliver another sharp blow to symmetry as the weak nuclear and 
electromagnetic forces relinquish their unity.  At a mere trillionth of a second old and 
trillions of degrees in temperature, the four fundamental forces of nature that will mold 
our physical world have assumed their present day form within a seething cauldron of 
matter’s energetic building blocks.  Like a runaway freight train our universe has left the 
station of symmetric simplicity and there’s no turning back, as it thunders through the 

Quark Epoch where elementary particles annihilate their anti-particle opposites in a 
primordial soup of intensity foreshadowing the materiality to come.  This constantly 
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cooling cosmic blastosphere is now almost one second old, and as trillions of degrees drop 
to billions in the expansionary unfolding of itself, our universe rolls towards a turnout that 

will forever decide its course.  Roaring into the Hadron Epoch this growing physical realm is 
endowed with an imbalance of matter over antimatter to which we owe our very lives – 
what some might call a jackpot lottery ticket of cosmic fortune paving the way for the 

emergence of galaxies, stars, planets and people.  Described as Baryogenesis, a seemingly 
fortuitous surplus of quarks avoids complete annihilation with anti-quarks leaving the 
leftovers to form the nucleus of every atom in the cosmos today and when it comes to 
unfolding its creative capacity through the expression of consciousness, this won’t be the 
last time our universe makes due with scraps from the table.  In a single eventful second 
our fledgling reality splits fundamental forces, cools octillions of degrees, produces the 
building blocks of matter, and grows mega-fold in size, but at this point in its newborn 
existence the opportunity for the kind of life we enjoy is just a glimmer in the eye of 
possibility.  This layer of creation has much groundwork to prepare before the stage will be 
set for what’s to come, but it gets to work right away and in the next few minutes forges a 

measure of atomic nuclei heavier than hydrogen in a universal event known as Big Bang 

Nucleosysthesis – the nuclear power precursor to a future cosmos that will shine with the 
light of a septillion suns. 
 

The rapid kick-start required to begin its life in earnest is now complete, and as this 
introductory stage of existence comes to an end, our cosmos will settle in for the long haul 

through a stretch of time called the Photon Epoch – an extended period where particle 
activity will be the only occurrence of interest for what would equate to hundreds of 
millennia on Earth.  At this point in its young life, our entire universe is an incredibly hot 
and dense plasma; a perpetually expanding cosmic fireball where electrons, photons (the 
quantum of visible light), and the nuclei of simple atoms are tossed and stirred in broiling 
abundance.  In an excited state of affairs these photons are trying to get somewhere; 
attempting to break away from a plasmic prison and fly free, but their seemingly endless 
encounters with incessantly impeding electrons physically won’t allow it.  Similar to what’s 
happening within the scorching interior of our Sun, these charged electrons under the 
intense heat of this universal forge are separated from atomic nuclei preventing them from 
coming together to form basic elements, and for almost 380,000 years this is the way of life 
until something quite historic happens – a transition in the Quantum Flow known as 

Recombination that will forever change its appearance.  Our developing cosmos is getting 
bigger and is now ready to reveal itself in a whole new light.  
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Having grown to an unimaginable size through exponential inflation followed by relentless 
expansion, a critical threshold of cooling is reached causing countless electrons to abruptly 
lose their excitement and settle into connection with individual protons and other basic 
atomic nuclei.  Physics and chemistry are by no means sexy, but this fabulous facelift will 
certainly entice as photons finally realize their freedom while hydrogen and helium atoms 
are mass-produced by the mother lode.  Like a catepillar turning into a butterfly, this 
metamorphosis of cosmic capacity turns a foggy fireball universe into a transparent spatial 
expanse and with the dramatic unshackling of these particles of light, a megacosmic burst 
of radiation is released from a surface of last scattering – leaving behind an afterglow of the 

Big Bang called the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation captured in the famous image 

below that has been so suitably labelled the baby picture of our universe.    
 

COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND (CMB) 
 

 

 
 

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; NASA/Goddard/WMAP Science Team] 

 
Perhaps the central pillar of Big Bang Cosmology, this all-sky CMB picture tells the story of 
electromagnetic radiation released in a sweeping blast of cosmic rays still detectable today 
in the form of a microwave emission permeating all of space.  In the wake of an ever-
expanding universe, this relic radiation has been stretched and cooled from around 3,000 
degrees Celsius at its time of release to only a few degrees above absolute zero8 today; the 
ambient temperature of our spatial arena that will continuously cool with the endurance of 
the Cosmic Flow.  The serendipitous finding of this ancient artifact earned Arno Penzias 
and Robert Wilson the 1978 Nobel Prize in Physics, and in agreement with Hubble’s Law 
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previously discussed serves as concrete observational evidence that our universe began in a 
fiery bang of origination.  Taking over nine years to develop with satellite technology, this 
telltale image has been one of the most studied treasures in science, and the fact it 
resembles an egg is really quite fitting considering the color variations displayed reveal 
congenital temperature and density fluctuations responsible for hatching the macro 
structure of our present comsos – this galaxy rich web of existence that we live in now.  
Thinking back to the Universal Timeline referenced during the exploration of the 
Eventful, our burgeoning cosmos at this moment in its infancy is only 14 minutes into 
January 1st, but has come a long way in a very short period of time – progressing from a 
seething bundle of pure capacity smaller than the size of a single atom to a time in its early 
life when the first neutral atoms have formed.  The creative ability of our cosmos to forge 
matter from energy produces an abundance of hydrogen gas that will set the stage for an 
exciting physical reality to come – an eventful unfolding of our universe’s capacity towards 
complexity and the eventual emergence of life. 
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At this point in our extraordinary journey it should be clear that we all live in an Eventful 
cosmos driven by Quantum forces in a Cosmic expanse and it’s not only this universe as a 
whole that emerges from a simple starting point, we will see that every layer of creation in 
the Universal Flow originates in some kind of embryonic form – a bottom-up/inside-out 
evolution in which complex entities are always built from simpler beginnings and with the 
concrete footing of time, space and capacity now set, we are ready to begin framing the 
marvelous materiality that will house our human existence.  
 
 

 

TIME, SPACE & CAPACITY 
 

 
  

 
  

 
EVENTFUL 

 

 
COSMIC 

 
QUANTUM 

  

 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

 
 

  

 

SEVEN  CURRENTS  OF  OUR EXISTENCE 
 

 
Our naturally developing universe now enters its dark ages – an incredible stretch of time 
that will make the multi-millennium Photon Epoch that it just emerged from look like a 
fleeting glimpse.  Everything is about to go black for millions upon millions of years to 
come, but under this cover of darkness the primary layer of creation will get to work 
drafting the architecture for something innovational – the large-scale framework of this 
physical realm destined to become a boundless galactic garden where the seeds of life will 
one day be planted. 
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WEB OF RELATIONSHIP  
IN GALACTIC PROPORTION 

 

When you look at an acorn you know there’s an oak tree inside, it just takes time and the 
right conditions to become what it is intended to be.  As David Bohm so succinctly stated 

in Wholeness and the Implicate Order “what is is the process of becoming itself” and no matter 
whether we are visualizing the upgrowth of an acorn or the universe as a whole, all is on 
the way to actualizing what it is intended to be – everything and everyone is in the process 
of becoming itself.  Just like the acorn is driven by a natural physical intelligence to realize 
its potential of materializing an oak tree, our universe as a whole is actualized by the same 
principle of process only on a much larger scale.  Born in the big bang and developed 
through an embryonic phase of existence to become the primary layer of creation that we 
are now getting to know, our flowering cosmos has been built from the bottom-up and 
from the inside-out – an eventful unfolding of its capacity from creation to destiny.   
 

We are all intimately connected to the development of this living, breathing universe in 
every way imaginable, not somehow separate from it, and this is the important insight that 
should be setting in – an essential perspective absolutely necessary to dispel the outdated 
mechanistic worldview which puts the blinders on and prevents us from seeing things as 

they truly are.  When we talk about capacity in the Universal Flow we are talking about an 

entity’s ability to become and since the moment time took its first breath our universe’s ability 
has been unfolding, from the symmetry breaking of fundamental forces within a seething 
bundle of elementary ingredients, through a fireball phase of fermenting particles, to this 
transparent spaital arena supplied with basic elements that will become the stepping stones 
to complex creations, our universe is heading where it is intended and so are we.  To the 
next stop in this insightful journey where the fourth current of our existence reveals itself 
in: 
 

 
THE GALACTIC 
 

Orbiting over 500 kilometers above the optical distortion effects of Earth’s atmosphere, the 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has been a breakthrough instrument in our knowledge and 
understanding of this astronomic cosmos that surrounds us.  In honor of Edwin Hubble’s 
renowned discovery of a universal expansion, this telescope in his namesake has viewed 
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and captured our reality for the better part of three decades to produce a cosmic family 
photo album of groundbreaking images which have not only dropped our jaws, but have 
also helped scientists unravel some of the deepest mysteries in space.  In man and 
womankind’s continual quest to answer our most basic and fundamental questions, often-
times the simplest ideas become the greatest discoveries and this was certainly the case 
when the original image of the Hubble Deep Field was realized.  In the late 20th century, a 
curious director decided to train the HST on a particular dark spot in the contellation 
Ursa Major – a tiny patch about the size of a baseball seen from 100 meters.  For over ten 
consecutive days the telescope focused intently on this seemingly empty portion of the 
northern night sky; filling its mirrors with all the light it could muster from a speck-sized 
portion of the heavens.  When the much anticipated image was finally assembled it 
unveiled thousands of galaxies at various stages in their evolutionary progress stretching 

back through space and time over billions of light years.  This Hubble Deep Field North has 
to be considered among the most fascinating discoveries of all time but astronomers 
weren’t satisfied.  To verify this astonishing image was representative of the universe at 
large and to confirm the implications such a dazzling discovery could hold, the HST turned 
its robotic gaze to the south.  If some ten thousand galaxies hid behind an apparent empty 
patch in the north, repeating the experiment in the southern night sky should produce a 

complementary result.  Imagination eventually became reality as the Hubble Deep Field South 
would reveal a strikingly similar picture – galaxies upon galaxies streaming from the depths 
of space and time. 
 

This revelation of immense proportions tells us that in any direction we choose to look 
galaxies fill our cosmic horizon, and serves to confirm that the Milky Way is just a run-of-
the-mill star system; one among the billions and billions that characterize this current of 
our existence.  Since the development of these trailblazing exposures, more recent pictures 

have been taken known as the Hubble Ultra Deep Field and the Hubble eXtreme Deep Field 
which expose the light from even younger galaxies near the observable edge of our cosmic 
horizon – light emitted from infant star systems over 13 billion years ago.  It’s absolutely 
true that when we look out into space, we are also looking back in time, and the next 
generation of orbiting telescopes will push this envelope even further, potentially allowing 
us to catch a glimpse of the very early universe when the light from newborn stars would 
have emerged from the cosmic dark ages for the first time.  How does our own galaxy fit 
into this astonishing panorama of galactic existence?  Before we look into that, let’s direct 
our attention to the interior of the Milky Way for a deeper view of where the Earth resides. 
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Galaxies come in different shapes and sizes and the Milky Way is believed to be a barred 
spiral version that contains a family of perhaps four-hundred billion stars of which our life-
giving Sun is a unitary member.  Enclosed within the confines of this  “island universe”  we 

 

[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; Nick Risinger] 
 

 
                                           WE ARE HERE               

obviously cannot see it from the outside, but 
based on the abundant sample of galaxies 
around us combined with measurements made 
from within, the Milky Way is thought to 
resemble a pinwheel with beautiful spiral arms 
extending out from a dense core.  Edge to edge, 
our galaxy is approximately 100,000 light years 
in diameter (100 times its depth) which means it 
would take one-hundred thousand Earth-years 
for a ray of light to make its way from one side 
to the other.  Light travels at an awesome clip 
of almost 300,000 kilometers per second which 
equates to over nine-trillion kilometers travelled 
in a single year, and if we multiply this annual 
trek of light by the 100,000 light-year wing span 
of  our  galaxy,  one can begin to appreciate  the 

 

terrific size of this star system we call home. How does our own galaxy measure up to others 
in the Galactic?  It doesn’t even hold a candle to the largest known, but it does harbor a 
monster at its core – a supermassive black hole that we are fortunately very far away from.  
Humans make their humble abode in the countryside of this whirlpool within the relative 
tranquility of a spiral arm compared to the congestion, traffic and danger inherent in the 
downtown core – the bustling hub of our galaxy that’s a bulging clustered region where life 
would struggle to survive amidst the throng of stars which creates a chaotic, dangerous and 
unpredicatble neighborhood.  Life on Earth flourishes in a comparatively quiet neck of the 
woods nestled in a suburb about 27 thousand light years from the urban center. 
 

Stargazing for untold centuries, it’s in our genes as human beings to be awestruck by the 
night sky and depending on where you live and how much light pollution you endure, 
looking towards the heavens on a clear evening can be a liberating experience.  In the 
darker regions of the globe, far away from obstructive city lights, it’s not just the brighter 
planets and hundreds of twinkling stars that are easily seen through the naked eye, there’s 
also a ghostly cloud-like material arcing across the blackness.  We know this celestial feature 
as the distinguishing band of the Milky Way and when the majestic moment makes itself 
available to us, it is a myriad of unresolved stars backlighting the disk of our galaxy that 
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you’re observing.  Embedded within the disk ourselves (located in a region known as the 
Orion Spur), our viewing perspective is from the outside-in with the brightest part of this 
band revealing the heart of our galaxy.  A captivating core that would be far more luminous 
if not for the molecular mix of matter rolling between the stars – this interstellar medium 
composed of natural elements like hydrogen, helium, carbon and oxygen that deflect and 
absorb starlight generated by the densely populated and bustling hub.  With a better grasp 
on where we fit into our own galaxy, let us now look at how the Milky Way itself relates to 
the bigger picture of the Galactic, within our material universe at large. 
 

It is well understood that our own spiral galaxy is the second largest member in a group of 

gravitationally bound entities known rather unceremoniously as the Local Group: a galactic 
gathering spanning several million light years containing over fifty individual members. 
Within this established subdivision of star systems, the Milky Way is accompanied by two 
distinguished spiral neighbors – the respectable Triangulum Galaxy located three million 
light years away decorated by about 40 billion stars, and the impressive Andromeda Galaxy 
previously mentioned, some 2.5 million light years away adorned by an estimated trillion 
stars.  From the perspective of their wingspans alone, our galaxy is roughly twice as big as 
the Triangulum and approximately half the size of Andromeda.  The other individuals in 
this community are mostly dwarf galaxies that form satellite systems around the dominant 
spirals, and it’s believed Triangulum itself may be an orbiting companion of the superior 
Andromeda.  Often a gravitational survival of the fittest, this current of our existence has a 
hierarchy of its own where the Milky Way, like an industry giant company swallows smaller 
competition, has consumed lesser galaxies in the past and continues to cannibalize others 
right now.  Yes, size really does matter in the Galactic where the cumulative force of gravity 
constantly shapes the cosmic scene – a perpetual power of attraction causing the wonderful 
displays of galaxy interaction, collision, and merger witnessed across the universe by the 
Hubble Space Telescope.  We are of course caught up in this macro-movement too and 
surely the most stunning consideration here is that our Milky Way finds itself on a direct 
collision course with Andromeda!  A truly impactful scenario where these two dominant 
entities travelling at three-hundred thousand miles an hour will interact, collide and merge 
in a process that could take a billion years to unfold; twisting, stretching and warping one 
another over time through their mutually mammoth gravitational influence which in the 
end will see them lose their individuality and become a commingled elliptical galaxy – an 
oval shaped conglomeration of stars that erases the beautiful disk features of the spirals 
that make them. 
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FUTURE MILKY WAY – ANDROMEDA ENCOUNTER 

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; NASA] 

 

In light of this ancient layer of creation realizing destiny, we can see galaxies have lives of 
their own and in the wake of these two impressive star-pools commingling to inseparability, 
one might wonder how our Earth and Sun will be left in their wake.  In the Milky Way- 
Andromeda meeting depicted above; head-on stellar collisions are not predicted to be a 
common occurrence as there is so much space between them.  Stars will gravitationally 
perturb one another most certainly within the beehive of activity that a merger of this scale 
naturally creates, however direct stellar impacts should be rare if non-existent.  The bigger 
uncertainty on this astronomic stage is by far the fate of planets caught in the middle, but 
no need to worry about your doomsday preparations just yet as this event isn’t likely to 
begin for another four billion years, and our Sun has its own destiny to fulfill that will 
dictate changes in its solar system long before engagements in the Galactic begin to modify 
the spacescape.   
 

Beyond the scope of our Local Group, the Galactic Flow organizes the universe into 
clusters and superclusters of star systems that come together to form the macro material 
framework of the physical realm.  Our small subdivision of galaxies for example lies at the 
outskirts of the Virgo Cluster which in turn forms a piece of the Local Supercluster – one 
among millions of superclusters that link up to create great sheets and walls connected by 
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filaments and contrasted by deep voids of eternal darkness continually stretched by the 
Cosmic Flow.  Where the current of the Cosmic carries the expansion of space itself, the 
Galactic describes the movement of galaxies through their gravitational attraction towards 
one another within the space-time continuum they occupy, and as highlighted previously, 
it’s the relentless push of a universal expansion combined with the powerful pull of galactic 
attraction that’s responsible for weaving our material universe into the giant web of 
existence we witness today.  
 

A WEB OF RELATIONSHIP IN GALACTIC PROPORTION 
 

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; NASA, ESA, and E. Hallman] 

 

THE IMAGE ABOVE DEPICTS WHAT THE OBSERVABLE UNIVERSE MAY LOOK 
LIKE FROM THE OUTSIDE  – AN IMMENSE WEB WHERE SUPERCLUSTERS OF 
GALAXIES CREATE THE MACRO MATERIAL FRAMEWORK OF OUR COSMOS. 

  

Almost 14 billion years removed from the creation of this amazing reality, we can see what 
the Galactic has evolved to today, but what about the deep past – that shrouded stretch of 
time following the release of the cosmic microwave background radiation when blackness 
prevailed for millions of years?  Given no light was shining, this period is somewhat murky 
to our understanding and to discuss such an open area of astrophysical research is beyond 
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the scope of this treatment.  However, we can safely surmise these dark ages as the chapter 
in cosmic history when matter began to get itself organized and it’s the temperature and 
density fluctuations pointed out in the CMB image earlier that would be the precursor to 
today’s Galactic Flow, as these variations played an initiatory role in the way our physical 
reality would unfold.  It is during this time of lightlessness in the early universe when our 
Milky Way would find its humble beginning as one or more of these slightly denser regions 
that began to slowly pull things together and combine.  The metamorphic transition in the 
Quantum that turned our primordial universe from an opaque fireball into a transparent 
spatial expanse left behind a sea of elemental hydrogen and helium – a moving mass of 
material tugged at and shaped by dark matter forming denser and denser regions with the 
potential for so much more.  
 
 

A STELLAR VIEW OF THE STARS 
 

Complex systems are always built from simpler beginnings in this universe of process and 
the beginnings certainly don’t get much more modest than this – density fluctuations of 
one part in thousands that would be enough to start drawing together quantites of dark 
matter, hydrogen and helium from regions of lesser density towards regions of greater 
density.  The fundamental force of gravity is by its nature cumulative and once this pattern 
of accretion began in earnest it would continue feeding on itself; pulling together more and 
more mass as the scales got tipped.  Like the patient procedure of planet building that will 
be realized in the formation of our own solar system, the eventful unfolding of capacity 
towards complexity in this phase of the universe’s young life would eventually clump 
together supermassive clouds of hydrogen and helium gas.  Over the course of some 200 
million years under this cover of darkness our universe is steadfast, deliberate and subdued, 
but when it comes time to deliver it will do so in the flashiest of ways, through the layer of 
creation that literally pulls the cosmos out of its dark ages bringing us to the 5th current of 
the Universal Flow – the fiery furnaces of our phenomenal existence illuminating: 
 

 
THE STELLAR 
 

Many would argue that the creation of stars is by far the most important brushstroke in the 
masterpiece of our flowing existence and looking back to January 6th on the Universal 
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Timeline, we know the first stars formed in this universe’s early days; a gateway rush of star 
formation providing indispensable direction towards the development of our material 
reality.  In other words, without the production of stars our universe today would be a truly 
boring place – this characterless cosmos devoid of beauty, light, planets, and life.  And if 
somehow we could have witnessed the dawn of the Stellar, what a sight it would have been.  
Like the 4th of July on steroids, imagine looking down on the brilliant radiance of countless 
stars rushing into being from the depths of darkness to produce an eye-popping display of 
stellar creation; a star-studded spectacle further intensified by the dimensions of a universe 
smaller than today.  Of course there is absolutely no way humans or intelligent life of any 
kind could have been around to witness such an integral happening, as the birth of this 
pioneering generation of fiery furnaces is yet another vital turning point along the course 
of essential beginnings that led to the possibility of being here and now.  Most assuredly, 
the Eventful current of our existence describing the complete cosmic chronology from a big 
bang inception to your present moment, would be far weaker if not for the emergence of 
star power, so we dedicate this section to looking at how stars are born, burn and die 
within a Stellar Flow that holds the key to our lives. 
 

 

The Cornerstone of Creation 
 

 The death of a star starts the cycle anew 
With a flash and a roar, the shock wave rolls through 

Roaming idle for eons a cloud gets a kick 
Force of gravity free to mold the molecular mix 

 

Contraction brings heat for the routine to begin 
A protostar brews as matter falls in 

Intensity grows and ignites the dense core 
A new star is born like the quadrillions before 
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THE EAGLE NEBULA  

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; NASA] 

 

In today’s universe, star formation is known to 
occur in stellar nurseries; star-forming regions 
of a galaxy where there is enough material to 
make them.  Prime galactic real estate in which 
the molecular mix of matter is a rich fertile soil 
seeded with the capacity for new stars and their 
planetary systems.  This famous HST image of 
the Eagle Nebula (left), otherwise known as the 
Pillars of Creation reveals statuesque columns of 
molecular cloud material embedded in the disk 
of our Milky Way that are giving birth to new 
stars today, and it’s within a spawning ground 
like this one where our own Sun would have 
ignited over four billion years ago along with a 
great many siblings still shining brightly now. 
Arguably the most compelling, impressive, and    

 

beautiful attractions across the entire universe, stellar nurseries like the Eagle along with 
the Carina and Orion nebulae (below) are found in the spiral arms of our galaxy, and the 
enormous molecular clouds that comprise these impressive structures span light years in 
diameter, contain the mass of many suns, and will give birth to a swarm of new stars.  At a 
relatively short distance of around 1,300 light years from Earth, the famous Orion Nebula 
(located below the belt within the sword of the Orion constellation) is one of the closest 
and most intensely studied, and although this location is just one among hundreds that 
populate our Milky Way, none have shed more light on the process of star formation 
within these prolifically productive hatcheries. 
 

                  
                          THE CARINA NEBULA                                                   THE ORION NEBULA 
       [Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons NASA, ESA and M. Livio]                                       [Image Credit:  Pixabay] 
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STAR FORMATION 

 
[Image Credit:  Pixabay] 

 

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, like the image above depicting the birth of a 
star inside a molecular cloud similar to the one our Sun and solar system would have 
emerged from billions of years ago – an ancient process of stellar formation capable of 
producing a brilliant central star surrounded by a disk of material that over many millions 
of years will become an entourage of solar system bodies including planets, moons, 
asteroids and comets.  The death throes of exploding stars far more massive than our Sun 
in proximity to molecular clouds is one potential cause for creation as these neighboring 
supernovae send shock waves blasting into the star-forming regions of a galaxy.  Once 
slammed, shaken and stirred, sections of cloud material will experience gravitational 

instability and can undergo internal collapse leading to the production of a protostar: the 
rudimentary or embryonic stage of formation that all stars progress through in their 
process of joining the Stellar Flow.  It was the eventful collapse of a dense molecular cloud 
pocket 4.6 billion years ago that would be the precursor to our Sun and solar system 
springing into being from the womb of its stellar nursery – a seismic event in the 
realization of our own existence, but just another common occurrence of star formation 

from the perspective of the galaxy or universe at large.  In this Stelliferous Era of the cosmos 
where we find ourselves now, spiral galaxies in particular are star producing factories and 
one can imagine the incessant activity of manufacturing required in order to populate 
galactic systems in the billions or trillions.  Surely everyone knows the well-worn saying 
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there are more stars in the universe than grains of sand on all the beaches in the world which in 
reality amounts to something like 1024 stellar furnaces lighting up this comos currently – 
that’s 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 stars! 
 

What’s important to recognize here is not that there’s a mind-boggling number of stars in 
the universe; rather, that the formation of these awesome entities is an age-old activity long 
engrained in the creative nature of our reality, and just like the conception of a human 
being is the same regardless of the continent or country we choose to observe here on 
Earth, how a star joins the Stellar Flow is the same from the Milky Way to Triangulum to a 
far-flung galaxy seven billion light years away.  Star formation, like the conception of a 
human life, is an intrinsic process deeply rooted within the creation to destiny pattern of 
being and becoming in our universe and although it sounds a bit strange to equate things 
in this fashion, what we must understand about this universal paradigm is that our prolific 
cosmos had all it ever needed from the very beginning to become what it is right now, 
including the aptitude required to actualize galaxies, stars, planets and ultimately life.  We 
live in an intentional reality and firmly implanted in the ground of our existence as the 1st 

Principle of the Universal Flow:  Process is the manifestation of the omnipresent physical 

intelligence which has been continually creating since the beginning of time.  This Principle 

of Process that exemplifies the formative quality of our cosmos naturally finds its agency in 
the Quantum as that is where the universe’s capacity (its ability to become) must originate, 
however when it comes to the materialization of more complex physical form, it is truly 
this current of our existence that carries the load.  All reality would be dramatically 
different without the presence of star power as these scorching stellar furnaces are not only 
the deliverers of heat and light, they are also the gateway to greater possibility through the 
expression of consciousness in life. 
 

Like the period of gestation from conception, to embryo, to fetus, to delivery that we 
recognize in the familiar realm of human reproduction, stars go through a period of 
gestation in their becoming too – it just takes longer.  Beyond the process of molecular 
cloud collapse (conception) to the unfolding of a protostar (embryo), the next phase in a 
star’s fetal-like development is to gravitationally attract more and more mass from its 
surrounding disk; germinating into a pre-main-sequence star as it takes on a critical mass of 
material.  We are literally in the womb of stellar creation with this discussion and it’s now 
only a matter of density, intensity and time before the fiery furnace at the core of this 
emerging star will kindle and sustain nuclear fusion – a thermo-nuclear reaction that 
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transforms atomic hydrogen into helium with a potent energy release.  It is at this climactic 

stage of birth where a star delivers itself onto the main sequence: a varying period of core 
hydrogen burning determined by its overall mass.  There is certainly no better example of a 
star than the one positioned a mere 8 light-minutes away from us, so let’s turn our 
attention to the Sun for a better view of what’s going on. 
 

Although stars may vary dramatically in size, mass, and temperature, they all share one 
thing in common – every star including our Sun begins its life as a hydrogen burning 
engine and across this vast cosmos, stars thriving on this main sequence strike a delicate 
balance between the crushing grip of gravity trying to squeeze the star together, and the 
outward pressure of nuclear fusion trying to blow the star apart.  This yin and yang in the 
Stellar is the cornerstone of creation that nurtures and sustains our flowing existence; a 
reciprocal relationship or intrinsic interplay responsible for building the magnificent 
material complexity where life is created and supported in the Universal Flow.  When our 
powerful Sun made the pivotal transition from rising star to main sequence burning, it was 
within its dense interior where this transformation took place – a dynamic core that burns 
at an unimaginable temperature of 15 million degrees!  It might be surprising at first blush 
that the Sun could reach said intensity until you appreciate just how incredibly massive and 
enormously huge our star actually is.  Next time you look towards this blazing sphere on a 
clear blue day, realize it weighs-in at roughly 330,000 times the mass of our planet and 
spans almost 1.4 million kilometers in diameter, which means a total of 109 Earths would 
have to be placed side-by-side across its face just to match such an impressive width.  This 
guargantuan size and mass of our Sun is what creates the conditions necessary to drive its 
stellar furnace – an energetic and powerful core that has burned hydrogen continuously for 
well over four billion years converting several hundred million tons of atomic matter into 
energy every second while producing the abundance of light and heat upon which our 
living world absolutely depends.  The long journey of sunlight from the dense interior to 
the surface of the Earth can take over 100,000 years, meaning the rays touching your skin 
today were produced during the times of the Middle Paleolithic when our Stone Age 
ancestors were gathering, hunting and killing to eat and survive.  The constancy of a star to 
supply a planet with life-giving heat, light and energy for billions upon billions of years is 
truly remarkable and just like every layer of creation – the source of its power is found 
within.  As Wayne Dyer often said in the consideration of our Sun gracing the land, seas, 
animals and trees of this world for so long while asking for nothing in return:  “Imagine 
what a love like that can do?!”  
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Even though the Sun is everything to us and all of life here on Earth, in the eyes of the 
Milky Way, this star that commands our planetary system is a minor player on the galactic 
field.  Entertaining a size comparison alongside other stars in the galaxy, there are some 
monstrous entities out there that make our Sun look like a boulder next to a mountain. 
 

STELLAR PROPORTION IN THE MILKY WAY 

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; Dave Jarvis]   https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Star-sizes.jpg 

 

The image above wonderfully illustrates the dramatic range of proportion evident in the 
Stellar Flow with a six-slide graphic revealing how our Sun and solar system fit into the 
spectrum of size in the Milky Way.  Slides 1 and 2 fly us past the inner and outer planets 
respectively where the mighty Jupiter is always the dominant figure.  Shifting to slide 3 our 
solar system is mostly dismissed, and we can see just how small red dwarf stars like Wolf 
359 really are, while neighboring Sirius twenty-five times more luminous than our Sun and 
double its mass is the brightest star in the night sky.  The fourth slide begins the exclusive 
domain of the stars where Jupiter is now a distant memory, our Sun is cast aside, and Sirius 
is a mere blip on the radar.  Pollux, Arcturus and the much larger Aldebaran are all orange 
or red giant stars having burned through the hydrogen fuel reserve at their cores; swelling 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Star-sizes.jpg
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in size to counteract the crushing grip of gravity.  The 5th frame drops Pollux and Arcturus 
from view and makes the enormous Aldebaran look insignificant.  The raging Rigel is a 
rare blue supergiant while Antares and Betelgeuse are hydrogen depleted red supergiants.  
The final astonishing slide is the upper end of stellar proportion in our own galaxy 
displaying the red supergiants Mu Cephei and VV Cephei A, along with the colossal red 
hypergiant VY Canis Majoris.  A stupefyingly humungous star approximately the diameter 
of Saturn’s orbit around the Sun!  (see image below). 
 

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; Oona Raisanen] 

 

It’s truly staggering to see that some stars can get as big as Saturn’s orbit – a stellar diameter 

approaching 2 billion kilometers or 1,400 times bigger than our Sun’s.  The stunning size of 
stars like VY Canis Majoris is not entirely a measure of their creation however as one may 
think – the incredible dimension of this heavenly body is also a measure of its destiny.  In 
other words, red supergiant stars like Betelgeuse and Antares were not born this way.  
Much like you and me, every star has a life cycle of its own; a creation to destiny evolution 
in the Stellar Flow dependent on mass and rate of hydrogen fusion.  From dimly lit dwarf 
stars like our closest neighbor Proxima Centauri, to average sized white-blue stars like 
Sirius, to the mammoth red supergiant Betelgeuse, there’s a spectrum of intensity attached 
to these awesome entities that light up our cosmos – a colorful array of star power very well 
established in the diagram below.  Seeing how and where the Sun fits into this great big 
universe is good for us, as being grounded in nature is to know where we come from, and 
without a doubt we are in the right current of our existence to find out. 
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HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL DIAGRAM 

 
 

This famous star graph intersects stellar surface temperature with luminosity and can also 
serve as a measure of where stars currently reside within the creation to destiny pattern of 
their existence.  Stars with higher luminosity or intrinsic brightness like the supergiants 
Rigel and Betelgeuse occupy the upper reaches of this infographic whereas dim red dwarf 
stars along with fading white dwarf stellar remnants populate the lower portion.  Stars with 
higher surface temperatures are located towards the left side of the image whereas cooler 
stars are pushed towards the right.  Sirius would be close to the middle on both axes with 
considerable power in both luminosity and temperature, while our Sun is perched off 
center towards the lower right where it occupies its place along the main sequence of 
hydrogen consumption – this natural feature of the Stellar Flow resembling a river running 
diagonally through the Hertzsprung-Russell.  From bottom right to upper left, every star 
along this main sequence wages a constant battle between the outward pressure of nuclear 
fusion and the inward pull of a pulverizing gravity, but no matter the stellar class, stars 
cannot sustain this delicate balance indefinitely as their hydrogen fuel source (much like 
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natural resources here on Earth) will eventually become depleted with use.  Red giant stars 
such as Arcturus and supergiant furnaces like Betelgeuse and Antares have already burned 
through their core reserves venturing off the main sequence ages ago in the long march 
towards their destinies.  This underlying process of becoming naturally touches everything 
in our world too, and we will see how the very star that gave us life and has graced this 
living planet with energy for eons is no less subject to the birth-life-death cycle that finger-
prints our cosmos.   
 

Given all this stellar detail, one may wonder how human beings could possibly know so 
much about the stars and their life cycles, but information-rich starlight tells scientists what 
they need to know, and with an endless supply of entities at their disposal inside our Milky 
Way and beyond, it’s quite easy to see the light.  To understand the life cycle of a tree you 
wouldn’t need to plant a seed, watch it grow to a fully mature specimen, and see it through 
to its eventual death to comprehend how things work.  All you would have to do is walk 
into a forest.  Once there, you would of course be able to witness every stage of a tree, from 
seedling, to full maturity, to the dead wood being recycled into the forest floor.  The life 
cycle of the stars is no different in principle to trees; one merely requires the necessary 
technology and expertise to analyze the full sample, and just like our universe itself, human 
knowledge too is continually growing with awareness the harvest.  Ever enlightened by our 
innate thirst for understanding aided by the enduring advancement in our technology and 
thanks to dedicated disciplines like astronomy, cosmology and astrophysics, the genuine 
appreciation of our cosmic reality is before us.  Surrounded by all the profound discoveries 
that have come to light through humankind’s investigation of the Stellar Flow, there is 
perhaps no more impactful insight than the realization of how the molecular clouds that 
spawned stars like our Sun came to be in the first place.  Looking upstream through the 
course of our universe’s continuance and recalling that enormous duration between the 
first stars forming on January 6th and the birth of our own on September 2nd, we can 
comprehend today how this 239-day stretch was filled with activity; an eventful flow of 
stellar birth and death that would build the crucial framework for life. 
 

Supernovae – the death throes of supermassive stars that will briefly outshine their entire 
host galaxy are without a doubt the most spectacular events across the cosmos.  Fiery 
furnaces far more massive than our Sun realize their demise in these dramatic and 
powerful explosions that release as much energy in an instant as our own star will produce 
over its entire multi-billion-year lifetime! 
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THE CRAB NEBULA 
 

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; NASA and ESA] 

 

In 1054 AD, Chinese astronomers recorded a 
rare supernova in our galaxy around 6,500 light 
years away known as the Crab Nebula today.  
Approximately eleven light years in diameter 
and expanding at roughly 1,500 kilometers per 
second, this beautiful attraction is the material 
evidence of that powerful explosion close to a 
millennium ago when gravitational collapse at 
the core of a supergiant triggered an incredible 
blast spewing stellar guts into the surrounding 
galaxy while leaving behind a rapidly rotating 
neutron star – the ultra-dense cinder of this 
once vibrant sun.  Supernova fireworks are not 
only the most spectacular events in the entire 
universe, they are also proficient chemists of the 

cosmos responsible for cooking up essential elements and organic molecules from which 
every one of us is made.  In the boundless garden of the Galactic where the seeds of life are 
planted and from which the Stellar Flow cultivates new planetary systems, it is supernovae 
that supply the ground of our existence with its richness and fertility – a vital cosmic soil 
where the oxygen in your lungs, the iron in your blood, and the calcium in your bones was 
in the largest way produced by the climactic death throes of supermassive stars like the one 
creating the Crab Nebula.  It’s true, our physical realm absolutely confirms that we are all 
essentially star dust.  You, me, and everyone we see in the world around us owes their very 
existence to these prodigious explosions that literally built the periodic table of elements; 
opening the door to an enriched chemistry that would lead to us and all of life.  Going 
about its business of becoming is what our cosmos was doing for those 239 days and we’ve 
now come full circle in this current of our existence – from molecular cloud collapse 
(conception), to developing protostar (embryo), to core hydrogen fusion (birth and life), to 
supernova destruction (death), and like the lineage of any family tree there’s a generational 
structure embedded in our galaxy too; bloodlines in the Stellar Flow with our Sun the 
descendent of stars that died long ago.  Truth is beauty and beauty is truth – the awesome 
reality of our cosmic connection is deeply spiritual. 
 

In an observable universe of a trillion galaxies, countless supernovae would be required to 
synthesize the basic pair of hydrogen and helium into valuable elements including the 
platinum, gold and silver that are all too often cherished more than life itself.  The original 
fiery furnaces that shattered the cosmic dark ages and gave birth to the Stellar Flow over 13 
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billion years ago were constructed entirely of the most basic atoms (H and He), whereas 
stars forming today are manufactured from a much more complex molecular mix.  Our 
Sun for example is still fundamentally composed of hydrogen and helium, but there’s 
evidence of heavier elements in its makeup including oxygen, carbon, iron and nitrogen 
that would not have been present in the universe’s first generation of stars.  Although these 
traces might look insignificant at first sight, in consideration of our Sun’s stupendous size, 
the presence of elements beyond the basic pair have a combined mass around 5,500 times 
that of Earth.  A fact vitally important to our time in the cosmos as without the progressive 
enrichment of this universal chemistry set courtesy countless stellar deaths over billions of 
years, there would simply be no Earth-like terrestrial worlds upon which life as we know it 
could emerge.  Stars are the true distribution center of this amazing physical realm and 
unlike the economic jungle human beings have created characterized by corruption, 
inefficiency, overproduction and waste; the Stellar Flow in its delivery is integral, organized, 
economical and efficient.  In the creative work of cosmic art that is the Universal Flow, the 
Stellar is the artisan of our prolific cosmos, and beyond the myriad of stars themselves, all 
material being in our own Milky Way and in every other galaxy across the universe today is 
forged within this current of our existence.  Comets, asteroids, planetesimals, moons, 
planets and brown dwarfs are derived from stellar creation; while white dwarfs, neutron 
stars and black holes are derivative of their destinies.  The magnificence of this megacosm 
we inhabit is built in the life cycle of the stars and one can certainly see how the ground of 
our existence has produced the right conditions for life.  There’s a time for everything in 
this wonderfully creative reality and our time is now. 
 

Unlike a substellar brown dwarf that could not sustain nuclear fusion at its core, our Sun 
has been steadily burning hydrogen along the main sequence for billions of years, and will 
continue to do so with regularity for billions to come.  We are the beneficiaries of a stable 
and dependable star, but we know this equilibrium will not last.  The estimated lifetime of 
our powerful Sun is upwards of 12 billion years; far longer than supermassive stars tens to 
hundreds of times its mass lasting only millions of years, but far shorter than miserly red 
dwarfs that can burn for trillions.  Approaching the midpoint of its lifespan our own star 
will begin to experience changes post middle-age as hydrogen reserves begin to deplete.  
Destiny is calling and as the Sun gets older it will inevitably grow hotter; rendering our 
Earth uninhabitable in about two billion years before it ventures off the main sequence to 
live among the giants in about five billion.  The red giant phase of our aging Sun will 
dramatically alter the inner solar system as a hydrogen deprived entity unavoidably swells to 
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counteract the crushing grip of gravity.  One by one, the inner planets of Mercury and 
Venus will be engulfed, and a scorched Earth too is eventually consumed as the end draws 
near.  With its final exhausted breath, this expiring star will expel its chemically enriched 
layers into the interstellar medium; returning precious elements like oxygen and carbon 
into the waiting arms of our galaxy for the next wave of solar systems to come.  In the 
aftermath of a productive life, all that remains of our vibrant Sun is a dense glowing ember 
about the size of the Earth – the compact white dwarf remnant of a once glorious star. 
  

 
[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons; ESO/S. Steinhofel] 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/Diagram_of_the_life_of_Sun-like_stars.jpg 
 
 

The image above portrays the life cycle of our Sun from main sequence burning, through 
its red giant phase, and on towards its death as a planetary nebula.  The moment our star 
was born its destiny was sealed.  Is everything in the Universal Flow this way?  Perhaps 
feeling somewhat daunted by the stark revelation of our Sun’s certain future, we boldly 
push forward to the final stages of a revealing journey, and in this exploration we will reach 
our destination, where an oasis of illumination and identity is waiting to be discovered in 
this desert of man-made separation and uncertainty – a wellspring of hope where the thirst 
for reason and renewal can be quenched by a consciousness of intention and meaning.  
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Imagining ourselves holding the embryonic universe in the palm of our hand and knowing 
what it has become today, one can surely see this amazing cosmos we share has a natural 

intention inherent within.  After all, in its fourteen billion year process of becoming from a 
unified source to this galactic garden full of stars and planets we witness today, there is 
perhaps no more intelligible way to reason with the essence of our evolving reality, and to 
ignore this observation seems to deny the very nature of the universe in which we find 
ourselves immersed – to suggest that an acorn is not intended to become an oak tree, that a 
caterpillar is not bound for life as a butterfly, or that our Sun is not destined to become a 
red giant star.  
 

PROCESS  +  PROGRESS  =  EVOLUTION 
 

This is the way of things and from the moment it began our universe has been unfolding 
its intelligent creativity to become the flowing existence that we are now beginning to 
appreciate.  From a bundle of pure capacity to the time and place where our own star is 
about to join the stream, the universe from inception was heading in this direction; 
towards the next current of a new worldview where an intentional cosmos is about to enter 
the most critical stage in the becoming of itself – the sixth current of the Universal Flow 
that brings expression to life in:   
 

 
THE BIOLOGIC 
 

On at least one rocky world orbiting a stable and dependable star, life has emerged, 
evolved, expanded and persevered against all odds to produce a being with the power to 
question its very nature.  Thinking back to the introduction of the first current of our 

existence (the Eventful) it was said:  “Given what’s known about our universe in this modern age, 

it’s abundantly evident that life on Earth and ultimately human beings didn’t just miraculously 
appear at some random point in the course of cosmic history.  Rather, there’s a natural order and 
rational buildup to things in this creative cosmos we observe and considering how it all unfolded from 
an infintesimal seed to intelligent beings capable of comprehending their own existence, we will see 
there’s a certain way it had to happen – a single story line from big bang birth to your present moment 
best described as a sequence of events...”  Much ground has been covered since that opening 
statement and when we look back on this definable sequence of events – the eventful 
unfolding from a place of undivided wholeness to a time when our solar system is about to 
spring into being, it should be clear that everything stems from our universe’s Quantum 
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capacity.  Think about it.  The reason we are actually here at present is because of the 
potential for material complexity that was unleashed at the moment of creation.  Sure, the 
Eventful and Cosmic currents of our existence perform a foundational role providing the 
time and space necessary for us to be discussing this fact right now, but without the rich 

quantum potion forming all that we see, nothing of substance would exist.  Capacity in the 

Universal Flow is accordingly defined as a layer of creation’s actual or potential ability to become 
and in the case of the primary layer of creation – our universe – its actual ability to become 

is its potential ability to become.  As pointed out sufficiently before, our universe was born 
with everything it needed to become what it is today and therefore leaves nothing to be 
desired in the perfect process of expressing itself.  By way of explanation from what’s 
possible to what’s real, our universe functions at peak performance towards its intention. 
 
 

BECOMING OF LIFE IN THE BIOLOGIC 
 

The pulse of life beats for the first time in its hydrogen heart as the newest member of a 
blossoming birth cloud is born.  Like the rising Sun kisses cumulus clouds gathering in 
Earth’s atmosphere today, the bright light of this main sequence star illuminates the mass 
of material that surrounds it – a protoplanetary disk destined to produce many celestial 
bodies including a unique group of planets, one of which we will call our very own.  The 
amazing architecture of a solar system takes tens of millions of years to unfold and like 
every layer of creation in the Universal Flow, planets too emerge from simple starting 
points.  At this penultimate stage of our journey we know that complex structures in the 
universe always arise from simpler beginnings and the formation of our rocky world is of 
course no exception.  In the circumstellar disk surrounding our newborn Sun, tiny grains 
of matter begin to cling together electrostatically as the patient process of planet building 
gets underway – this multi-million year project where our primitive Earth would come 
together over time through small clumps becoming bigger bodies that graviationally 
combine to form a predominate planetesimal.  The proto-Earth is growing and during this 
course of construction its assembly assumes the dominant position in its region of the disk.  
Unlike the reluctantly relegated Pluto, planets are officially so because they clear their own 
orbits around their host star, and our early Earth is doing this in earnest; efficiently 
cleaning up its surroundings and gaining mass in the process.  Another example of 
gravitational survival of the fittest as this glowing globular object is well on its way to 
becoming the prize jewel of its star’s creation. 
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The sun that gave us life is truly a glutton as it consumes well over 99% of the molecular 
cloud material that would become our solar system.  In the natural impulsion to unfold its 
intelligence through the expression of consciousness, once again our universe will make 
due with the scraps from the table as the inner planets are slowly taking shape with 

Mercury, Venus and Mars succeeding in their orbits as well.  Welcome to the Hadean Eon: 
a chaotic period in the creation of our world where the solar system is a far cry from the 
orderly and relatively peaceful arrangement that we know today – a place in time where the 
becoming of Earth is about to take a turn.  In its own eventful flow, our newly fused planet 
is a glowing sphere that’s just beginning to develop a crust through the process of cooling, 
but before it can get much further towards this end, out of the blackness a proto-planet the 
size of Mars trespasses through Earth’s tidy neighborhood and swiftly collides with our 

fledgling world.  Known as the Giant-Impact Hypothesis, this invader slams heavily into our 
developing sphere, contributing a significant portion of its mass to Earth and splashing 
molten material remains into orbit around it.  Violent impacts are occuring all over the 
solar system at this stage of worldly creation and the remnants of a colossal crash scene 
would eventually come together under the gathering force of gravity to form our 
magnificent Moon.  Chance encounters can often be fruitful and this bright beautiful 
satellite that humans have looked up to and admired for millennia is one in a long line of 
reasons why we are here.  Our Moon has a stabilizing influence on its planet; an anchor in 
the sea of space we occupy that helps keep Earth stable by regulating the tilt of its axis and 
slowing down its rotation.  We can thank the Moon for our predictable seasons and for its 
role in the becoming of life on our world, but before it can turn the tide of evolution that 
will propel living organisms towards the colonization of land, life needs to get going first. 
 

The exact physical process by which the Biologic Flow on a planet like Earth begins is not 
well understood, but given our universe’s progressive nature, life is surely in the cards.  The 
chemically dynamic elements of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen dominate the 
makeup of every life form here on Earth and when we look out into space, it’s wonderful 
to see that these same four elements are among the six most accounted for in the heavens, 
including helium and neon which are chemically noble and mostly keep to themselves.  
Hydrogen and helium are of course the simplest elements in nature which is why they were 
produced abundantly in the Primordial Era of our universe, while carbon, oxygen, nitrogen 
and neon continue to be fluently concocted in the life cycle of the stars.  Our physical 
reality appears by all means geared towards the Biologic and although it has grown ever 
more complex over time, it is easy to see how simple things can be when we bring it all 
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down-to-earth.  In the eventful unfolding of capacity towards complexity from universe, to 
galaxy, to star, to the stellar chemistry that creates the propensity for planets and ultimately 
life, it should make complete sense in all rationality that the playing field of possiblity in 
our own solar system is constitutional to the cosmos. 
 

PHYSICS    CHEMISTRY    GEOLOGY    BIOLOGY    AND BEYOND... 
 

This fundamental order of things that connects us all is well established, making it more 
than reasonable to predict that planets with the right ingredients to support life – especially 
a world like ours occupying the habitable zone of its star – will produce the beginnings of 
its own Biologic Flow.  Living beings coat the Earth in many forms and will clearly adapt to 
any niche the planet offers evidenced by simple organisms clinging to life in such unlikely 
locations as a hydrothermal vent at the bottom of an abysmal ocean where the Sun never 
shines.  The adaptability of living things is staggering based on what this current of our 
existence shows us making it very possible that extraterrestrial life, like the presence of dark 
matter, is just temporarily hidden from our view, and the search for alien evidence is on as 
space telescopes, probes and satellites are being planned, built and launched with this 
ultimate discovery on the horizon.  It was Stephen Hawking who said that life should be 
abundant across this vast universe given how quickly it emerged after our Earth sufficiently 
cooled, and through the lens of the Universal Flow it shouldn’t be hard to imagine a 
cosmos conducive to living organisms.  While the origin of life for the moment can be 
considered as wonderful as the origin of the entire universe (given the precise means by 
which life arises remains inconclusive), we can be sure that however the Biologic Flow 
began on Planet Earth, the fundamental components of life’s eventful creation were inside 
the molecular cloud that formed our solar system in the first place.  To say the capacity for 
life to emerge wasn’t deeply rooted inside there is to say that somehow the Biologic 
originates outside the ancient process of solar system formation itself – a position which 
would be completely at odds with the bottom-up/inside-out evolution for everything else 
we see in the universe.  From physics, to chemistry, through geology to biology and beyond, 

nothing comes from the outside – everything comes from within.   
 

The underlying theme in this metaphysical philosophy is that our cosmos is intentional by 
nature; driven to unfold itself through the expression of consciousness, and in the guiding 
movement from creation to destiny, the Biologic is where the purpose of all existence 
literally takes on new life.  Once this vitalizing current gets started on a world it becomes a 
fresh new tributary for greater possibility – the launch pad from which the full depth of a 
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universal intelligence has the potential to soar within the evolution of a living species.  Our 
physical reality in its process of becoming from what’s possible to what’s real can be 
properly understood only when considered as one total flowing entity, and in this un-
broken view of the cosmos it’s within the integral emergence of life where our universe 
breaks crucial ground in the becoming of itself; crossing a critical threshold in its existence 
that opens the door to higher consciousness.  Yes, we’ve come a long way – far enough to 
know what it truly means to say in questions of our origin that: 
 

We are the universe trying to understand itself. 
 

 
 
Climbing our way to the top of the mountain to take in the holistic view of a universal 
reality, we are close to completing the connection – the one true face of humanity that will 
smile upon us when we open our minds and take a good look inside.  As Lao Tzu said:  “A 
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journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.” and as hard as that first step can 
often be – sometimes it’s the final few strides that are most difficult to complete.  In the 
sixteenth century Nicolaus Copernicus removed our Earth from the center of the universe 
and in the intervening years since, science has been successful in removing human beings 
from this position as well.  We are clearly not at the center of a cosmos in which we don’t 
even know where the center actually is, but that is just a question of physical location and 
this journey we are undertaking here is far more than simply physical.  Make no mistake 
about it, the exploration we are engrossed in now is an effort to find centrality in ourselves.  
We live in an Eventful cosmos driven by Quantum forces in a Cosmic expanse and in light 
of the material complexity created by the Galactic and Stellar preceding this almost four 
billion year Biologic Flow on Earth, it’s understandable that our planet was certainly not 
shaped for woman and man, but it’s also evident that men and women are absolutely 
shaping the planet through our impact as a globally destructive force propelling us into the 
ultimate current of this revealing journey – one we would most accurately compute as:  
 

 
THE TECHNOLOGIC 
 

Recalling the six unique but interdependent currents of our existence that have carried us 
to where we now stand, there is something they all have in common – every single current 
flows continually from its source.  One sustained movement from the Eventful, Cosmic 
and Quantum springing into being through a microscopic birth, to the Galactic sprouting 
forth from density fluctuations in the dark ages, to the Stellar lighting up with the first 
generation of stars, to our Biologic becoming through the building blocks of life; we find 
ourselves here in the Technologic – the culminating current of our phenomenal existence 
that is a logically connected movement just the same. 
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FORCE OF NATURE – RISE OF  
HUMANKIND IN THE TECHNOLOGIC 

 

When it comes to the realization of what we are really part of here, from the micro level to 
the macro level of this breathtaking physical reality we see today, human intelligence was in 
the dark for most of its existence on this planet.  Sure, man and woman alike have looked 
to the heavens for millennia believing there was something more to it – in the harmonious 
embrace of the Universal Flow it’s undeniable that each and every one of us is completely 
connected to this universe of ours in every way, shape and form, so naturally we have a 
deeply felt need within our being to belong – however, there is a major difference between 
thinking and knowing and it wasn’t until quite recently in the Technologic that we could 
fathom the true depth of our affiliation within this multi-layered movement we all live in.  
Yes, this 14,000,000,000-year maturation from a universal embryo to intelligent beings on 
the cusp of properly recognizing themselves is achievable because of our Technologic Flow 
as a species, and without the spur of scientific inquiry urging the steady advancement in 
technology towards discovery, man and womankind would still be blind as to how we got 
here.  Unfortunately, far too many of us continue to linger in the dark, but the human 
stream of consciousness is forever flowing and if there’s a time for everything under the 
Sun, then the time for self-realization to arise in the collective mind of humankind is surely 

at hand.  Most optimistically, the age of clarity is just over the horizon, and in the flow of 
this final current, may we travel further towards it.  
 

The Lower Technologic 
One could argue where exactly in our history we began to use technology, so it’s important 
to provide some definition here.  In the Universal Flow of Consciousness & Existence, the 
Technologic begins when a life form consciously employs its environment in the becoming 
of itself.  For man, this current begins with primitive stone tool use followed by the control 
of fire, and it might surprise some to know there’s evidence for our handling of fire dating 
back to around 400,000 years ago.  Probably figured out much earlier than this (perhaps 
around one-million BC), the control of natural flame is a major turning point in the 
progression of our species.  Not only does fire create light and heat, it also repels dangerous 
predators and provides early humans with a new level of confidence to tackle the night.  
One can only imagine what a glorious realization fire would have been for our forerunners, 
and beyond all the natural benefits that came with its coming to light, fire’s use for cooking 
the kill would be arguably its most beneficial quality in the evolution of us.  Everything is 
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energy and cooking raw meat is essentially a form of pre-digestion requiring less energy 
from the system to process the meal, which over millennia allowed our gut to shrink and 
our brain to grow.  It certainly appears that the grass-roots reason humans possess the 
brainpower enjoyed today is thanks to our Stone Age ancestors cooking over a campfire. 
   

The handling of fire is a crucial threshold in the evolution of our species much like the use 
and manipulation of tools would be.  Opposeable thumbs provide us with the dexterity 
needed to manipulate items we hold in our hands and this would become a major factor in 
human survival through the employment of weapons.  The ability of early man to fight off 
predators and kill prey by hurling rocks and wielding sticks was a major advantage in 
levelling the odds against four-footed predators with superior speed, sharper teeth and 
razor-like claws.  Sticks and stones were the groundwork of the Lower Technologic which 
also witnessed over time the invention of shelter, clothing, cave painting (the precursor to 
proto-writing), and more advanced weaponry like the spear.  Early advancements in this 
current of our existence are of course primitive as that’s how everything in the universe 
begins – simple steps that build the foundation for what’s to come. 
 

The Middle Technologic 
Lines can become blurred in a discussion such as this one, so it’s important to note the 
movement between these stages in our technological development is not meant to be 
inflexible – it’s merely designed as a guide to progress.  Where humanity steps into the 
Middle Technologic is certainly up for debate, but in this treatment we’ll make the 
transition with the introduction of agriculture and the domestication of animals marking 
the Neolithic Revolution around 11,000 BC.  The cultivation of plants and the breeding of 
animals is a major turning point towards the origin of civilization highlighting a distinct 
pivot away from our days as nomadic hunter-gatherers.  Human beings at this critical 
juncture gain the ability to settle down into concentrated groups of many more people with 
a larger sense of community and purpose.  Life becomes more predictable and stable in this 
time – freeing up the mind to focus on more than simply survival.  The human world is 
showing signs of sophistication and this order continues to progress through the centuries 
and millennia to follow.  In separate parts of the globe different innovation and invention 
emerge, but the general trend is for all areas to develop greater complexity and culture.  
Shared knowledge becomes a linchpin in the wheel of society as language and writing 
create recorded memory for future generations to learn from.  Humanity has now 
separated itself from the natural order of things and the future looks to be full of potential. 
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The history of humanity is deep.  We have accomplished so much as a species and moving 
through the transition from BC to AD in the wake of Christ, civilization explodes and 
continues to get more and more complex while the population of the world continues to 
increase.  Human beings are well on their way to dominating the planet with empires like 
Ancient Rome setting the standard for how society will be orchestrated in the future.  To 
discuss the full becoming of our technological headway here in detail would fill volumes 

and in the interests of moving forward we leap to the times of the Upper-Middle Technologic 
where the Industrial Revolution takes hold from about 1765 to somehere around 1830 – 
an important transitional period in the development of our way of life where the means of 
production is provided by machines instead of human hands.  This rush of technology is a 
major crossroad in human history where a new age of convenience begins and almost every 
aspect of daily life is influenced somehow.  The standard of living for the average person 
along with income levels in capitalist economies begin to appreicate as population sustain-
ability creates unprecedented growth.  This 1st Industrial Revolution would prove to be just 
a starting point as a second one would ride its coat tails for another 30 years between 1840 
and 1870 with mass-production of steel in addition to expansionary growth in railroads, 
sewage systems, telegraph lines, gas supply and water works – rapid innovation aiding 
further globalization that increases the reach and power of corporations. 
 

Blasting into the 1900’s with a new world order, the first half of the 20th century would see 
the rising of booms in oil and automobile manufacturing alongside the falling of bodies in 
two world wars.  Beyond the will of science spurring our technology towards discovery, 
wars call for innovation just the same with WWII spearheading the invention of the 
atomic bomb that continues to loom over us today – Stone Age man’s biggest stick that 
luckily no power holder has had the stones to employ since Hiromshima and Nagasaki.  
From mushroom clouds to a mushrooming population, the remainder of the 20th century 
sees tremendous innovation along with rampant technological enhancements to the quality 
of life for those fortunate enough to be born in the right corners of the world and who can 
afford to buy the comforts.  Arriving at the transition to the Upper Technologic it must be 
the computer that is the key to opening this door and although the first of its kind was 
invented before the second half of the 20th century, it occupied the entire space of an 
average sized home and weighed the equivalent of 10 African elephants, so we can’t count 
that one; however, the computer since then has exponentially increased in processing 
power while correspondingly shrinking in size to the point were it now takes us to the next 
level.   
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The Upper Technologic 
Are we ready for this?  No seriously, are we ready?  Envisioning the not so distant future of 
machines capable of superintelligence, it’s really hard to believe that we are.  Human 
beings haven’t even figured themselves out yet, so expanding towards artificial intelligence 
of a stronger kind and thinking it will turn out well is at best premature.  We need a solid 
foundation beneath us first and that’s the whole point of this compendium.   
 

The capability to ply the cosmos in the hands of an advanced species like Homo sapiens is 
truly a double-edged sword.  In the one hand, our technological prowess opens up our 

capacity and allows us to become the knowing consciousness that we could be heading toward 
in the Universal Flow, but in the other hand it turns us into a globally destructive force to 
be reckoned with – one possessing the power and ability to destroy the immediate 
environment surrounding it, the fragile biosphere by which life is created and supported, 
and ultimately itself. 
 

 
[Image Credit:  Pixabay] 

 

In a very short time human beings have become an overwhelming force of nature on Planet 
Earth that continues to grow stronger with each passing day, and like any natural disaster 
that can strike, untold destruction is being left in our wake.  We conveniently label other 
natural disasters with names like Harvey, Irma and Maria, but we truly have no identity for 
ourselves as a whole, and continuing down this path of pure ignorance is no longer an 
option if we want a world worth living in – one that future generations will thank us for.  
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[ III ] 

 

WHERE ARE WE GOING? 
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BEYOND BALANCE – A FUTURE IN PERIL 
 

Of all the sections that came together to form this compendium, I found the one you are 
reading right now the hardest to write.  Not because it was complicated to do so – there are 
far more complex concepts and ideas in other sections of this treatment. I found this 
passage the most difficult to cross because of my profound dismay for the current direction 
of our species, and when I contemplate the future of humanity, it can sometimes be 
challenging to avoid a negative spin – not just considering the motives we keep, also in the 
realization of what we seem so willing to throw away.  Yes, this global village we live in is 
truly a mess right now and it’s not hard to understand why so many people envision a self-
destructive finish line for the human race, but going on a tirade here about everything 
that’s wrong certainly won’t help matters.  Besides, unless one resides somewhere far off 
the grid or just recently emerged from a decades-long hibernation, one already knows why 
our troubled world is in such dire need of a revolution towards conscience, compassion 
and kindness – nothing short of a transformation in human consciousness. 
 

Taking a deep breath and a step back to look at how human beings continue to treat one 
another and in view of what we are doing to a vulnerable environment that can only 
accommodate a self-inflicted catastrophe, it’s clear that all the problems highlighted in the 
preface of this account have been created in the consciousness of mankind, as there isn’t a 
single obstacle on the laundry list of problems facing us in the 21st century that wasn’t 
somehow manifested by human intention, or hasn’t been perpetuated by a lack of love.  In 
the final analysis, we as a species face no immediate danger, hazard or mounting peril to 
our existence from anything that could be considered external to our own doing or 
ignorance – no killer comet hurtling towards the Earth and no supermassive star nearby 
that threatens to sterilize our globe in supernova extermination.  If a threat of this nature 
did exist, the power holders on this planet would be putting their heads together to avert 
disaster in any way possible.  So why is it that a pending catastrophe like climate change, 
which is so evidently a major global disaster in the making, is somehow not an issue to be 
dealt with swiftly and immediately?  It comes down to two things:  Pain and Purpose. 
 

In the absence of mutually experienced pain it appears that no widespread humanitarian or 
environmental crisis is going to be eradicated anytime soon.  Let’s face it.  We can watch 
horrific human suffering a world away and as sorry as many people in developed nations 
might feel on an individual level when they see something of this nature occurring, like 
scores of dying children across Africa or famine in Yemen, the reality remains that it isn’t 
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happening here.  And if it isn’t our excruciating experience as a populace then there’s a 
zero chance that it will stick in our shared memory.  And if it isn’t emotionally etched into 
our memory, then it certainly won’t have a lasting impression in our collective thought.  
And if it doesn’t hold priority in our thought then it will never influence our behavior as a 
society towards it.  This is the character of our current stage of consciousness as a species, 
and it’s the reason so many of us can see atrocities being committed, like genocide in Syria, 
and basically ignore it.  We simply turn off the big screen TV and carry on with our own 
individual lives.  No pain, no change.   
 

 
 
Thoughts flowing through the mind of an individual yesterday are predominantly the same 
as the thoughts filling that brain today.  In other words, well over 90% of our thinking is 
repeated day-after-day-after-day.  No wonder human beings can get so stuck in their ways 
when we consider that thought influences behavior  behavior produces experience  
experience creates memory  memory conditions thought.  This cycle in our consciousness 
(shown above) can become deeply entrenched requiring an extraordinary event to interrupt 
a pattern of behavior – pattern-breaking incidents that can arrive in many forms and often 
involve an experience of pain or discomfort which shocks the system creating a lasting 
memory.  This emotionally charged memory is what conditions thought to say, “I don’t like 

THOUGHT

BEHAVIOR

EXPERIENCE

MEMORY
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this” which then influences the behavior that led to the painful experience in the first 
place.  Take the simple example of a child who has the habit of sticking objects in light 
sockets around the house when no one is looking.  Apart from potentially becoming 
distracted or bored with the behavior itself, the kid will continue to do this until one day 
they stick an object inside that sends an electric shock through their system.  Recoiling in 
pain and discomfort the child’s brain computes that the behavior is what produced the 
undesirable experience, and through this emotionally charged event creating a lasting 
impression in their memory, the child will think twice before repeating the same behavior. 
Behavioral by nature, we are known as creatures of habit for a reason, and although 
habitual modes of being allow us as individuals to accomplish many more tasks in a day 
than we otherwise could, habits can also make us desensitized and blind to what the world 
around us is doing and what we are doing to the world around us.  Now put many minds 
together who all are behaving in relatively the same entrenched pattern and we can see how 
certain behaviors shared by all can become almost impossible to change without some 
upsetting or catastrophic event taking place.  When it comes to the example of human 

beings polluting the globe for decades, by way of explanation we’ve become a force of second 
nature and we’ll likely need to witness coastal cities like Miami under water before we begin 
to take serious and sweeping action to counteract global warming’s behavioral cause(s) – if 
there’s still time.   
 

One can certainly envision how a painful experience is effective in altering or eliminating a 
pattern of behavior, and it is not hard to see how someone else’s experience of pain can 
enter our consciousness and change the same behavior that one might be engaged in.  
People learn from another’s mistakes all the time and, so it can happen through perceived 
experience that our behavior changes.  Although we don’t practice it nearly often enough, 
human beings do have the capacity to put themselves in someone else’s shoes.  Besides 
changes in behavior occurring because of your own experience, or through the perceived 
experience of someone else, another way to affect this cycle in your consciousness is via 
thought itself.  Returning to climate change once again, this is what Leonardo DiCaprio’s 

impassioned production Before the Flood was attempting to create; a change in our behavior 
through a jolt of awareness.  An impactful attempt designed to appeal directly to human 
understanding and reason via thought proper.  In the case of global warming however, the 
odds do appear stacked against the success of this method – not because the human animal 
can’t learn new tricks – because the master simply won’t allow it. 
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Much like the universe as a whole, our global village too is driven by intention – or should 
we say intentions?  From religious and political to economic and social, we are a patchwork 
of people woven together by threads of selected or injected purpose; an aggregated sum of 
individual lives and intentions.  However, unlike the universe at large we have no integral 
foundation or direction; no common thread that weaves the tapestry of our humanity; no 
core identity that affirms who we are and shows us the way.  Our society is truly a messy 
web of relationships, but it wasn’t always this complicated.  The interwoven fabric of our 
complex 21st century civilization like everything else in the Universal Flow was created from 
simple beginnings; basic roots that run deep in the progression of humankind.  From tool 
use, to the control of fire, to cave art, to language and writing, and on through the social 
gateway of shared knowledge; what we are beginning to scratch the surface of here is the 
“and beyond” part of the physics  chemistry  geology biology  direction of growth that 
emerges from the ground of all existence and percolates up through the Technologic Flow 
of an intelligent species, and only by looking at this universal paradigm of matter and mind 
as one total flowing movement can we hope to truly understand who we are, how we got 

here, and where we are going.  As discussed previously in Becoming of Life in the Biologic, the 
emergence of living beings is where the cosmos creates a fresh new tributary of expression – 
the eventful unfolding of a universal intelligence within the evolution of life that now 
seems to lay dormant inside of us.  Sure, we have come a long way as an intelligent species 
on Planet Earth, but we are now in danger of becoming truly stagnant; stuck within an 
evolutionary bottleneck of the mind, and this is where an all-inclusive identity is so crucial 
to core connection and renewed growth – a fundamental understanding in our humanity 
where we as an evolving species can break new ground in the becoming of itself.  It’s all 
about purpose and direction in the human stream of consciousness; the trajectory of our 
flowing existence that has shifted in the past and must change its course now if we want to 
escape the perilous path we all together tread.  Naturally we are addressing the destiny of 
humanity here and it should be abundantly clear to anyone who cares to look that the 
human species must find new purpose to alleviate pain and avoid peril.  However, at this 
critical juncture in the process of becoming from creation to destiny, it is the juggernaut 
economy that holds sway; master of our money bent reality and detrimental ways.  A 
position of balance must be restored and the only way to do this internally is by bringing 
some reason and simplicity to our complex dance – a critical mass movement towards the 
wholeness from which we came. 
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With horse blinders on and full steam ahead the materialistic mind-set of modern day man 
has us driving headlong into catastrophe. There is simply not enough respect for each 
other, nor enough gratitude for a planet that provides us with absolutely everything we 
have including our own lives, and while a shameful spectacle of self-interest continues 
unabated, the clock ticks on our endangered environment.  This double-edged sword of life 
in the Technologic is cutting deep right now on the side of destruction while too many of 
us are tantamount to tuned out and distracted animals held captive in an economic circus 
act.  We desperately need our consciousness to catch up to an extravagant expansion and if 
we don’t take the reality of this predicament seriously soon, regret is going to be heavy in 
our hearts.  The last time anyone checked we don’t have somewhere else to go; no Plan B 
Planet to occupy when the final nail is hammered into the coffin of this one.  Sure, Mars is 
out there, and it is imperative that we colonize the Red Planet one day if we are to ensure 
the continuation of our species, but as Neil deGrasse Tyson so suitably stated:  “If we have 
the power to turn another planet into Earth, then we have the power to turn Earth back 
into Earth.”  In other words, the extremely challenging endeavor of terraforming another 
world for human comfort should be a project for diversification to prevent all our eggs 
from sitting in one basket, not because we ran out the clock on Mother Earth. 
 
 

BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
 

 

 
 

 

[Image Credit:  Wikimedia Commons] 

We’ve been at the crossroads of disaster in the 
past and the icon to the left is a measure of it.  
Conceived of in 1947 within the apocalyptic 
threat of nuclear war, this Doomsday Clock 
was set at 2 minutes to midnight following the 
tit for tat testing of hydrogen bombs by the 
United States and Soviet Union in 1953.  As 
the chill of a new Cold War surfaces today, 
the clock ticks forward with the haunting 
specter of nuclear arms and the ever-increasing 
threat of climate change. Harrowing and 
sobering, this symbol of extreme urgency was 
advanced to 2 minutes to midnight on the 25th     

 

of January 2018 equalling its historic height.  With midnight signaling calamitous disaster 
and not enough progress being made, the future looks rather bleak for all of us within this 
eleventh hour of narcissistic world leaders, unreliable politicians, and polluting industries 
where an asinine aim of infinite growth over a finite system carries on nonstop.  As lead 
scientist Lawrence Krauss says: “Unless we change the way we think, humanity remains in 
serious danger.”   
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These are most certainly unprecedented times for humanity calling for open mindedness 
and creativity in finding a solution.  We must come together on a fundamental level soon 
if we want to have a world worth living in, and so once again it boils down to intention. 
 

What kind of world do we want to create? 
 

What kind of legacy do we want to leave behind? 
 

The difficulty always comes in trying to get a group of factional minds to agree on selfless 
action and direction as once greedy and self-interested egos gain control, the tougher it gets 
to find a sense of reason, clarity, and common purpose.  The answer appears two-fold: 
 

1. We must care as much about others, our planet, and the future as we do about ourselves. 
 

2. For every one of us as individuals to contemplate our role in this world by changing the “we” in 
the two questions above to “I”, and sincerely answer them from the heart. 

 

 

What kind of world do I want to create? 
 

What kind of legacy do I want to leave behind? 
 

Human beings have come together before.  It can be done.  There is a sense of duty and a 
willingness to sacrifice within us; witnessed in the overthrow of a fascist military machine 
during the Second World War that threatened to change our very way of life.  Today we 

call those heroic individuals The Greatest Generation and deservedly so.  However, this time 
around the face of the enemy isn’t sporting a funny mustache and an emblematic uniform.  
No, the adversary we face today is not so direct and conspicuous, it is much less obvious 
and far more diversified.  The opposition that stares us down in the 21st century is us!  
 

 
[Image Credit:  Pixabay] 
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ESCAPING THE GREAT FILTER 
 

So here we are, intelligent beings living on a rocky planet, orbiting a dependable star, 
circling a spiral galaxy that’s one among billions within a vast universe.  Are we alone?  Is 
there anybody out there?  Why don’t we see any signs of advanced life coming from this 
vast spatial arena we occupy?  To date, no intelligent transmissions have been reported 
beyond the Earth and it begs the simple question originally posed by Enrico Fermi:  Where 
is everybody?  Answers are hard to come by, but there is a consensus on the discussion 
which can be ordered into three overlapping concepts or ideas: 
 

The Drake Equation – a calculation factoring a few relatively empirical considerations (like 
the number of stars that have planets), along with several conjectural estimates (like the 
fraction of these planets that develop life) in an overall attempt to arrive at a projected 
number of intelligently communicative civilizations in the Milky Way Galaxy.  Frank Drake 
wrote this equation in 1961 and although many of his input estimates were found too 
wildly speculative to be reliable in any meaningful way probabilistically, it was lucrative in 
spurring the conversation which was actually Drake’s original intention.  Conversation 
starters light the fires of deep discussion which brings us to the next idea. 
 

The Fermi Paradox – an analytical approach that tackles the contradiction between high 
probability estimates for intelligent life in our galaxy (like those offered in the Drake 
Equation) and the lack of evidence for the existence of any intelligently communicative 
extraterrestrials.  Physicists Enrico Fermi and Michael Hart argued that our Earth should 
have already been visited by aliens given that: 
 

• There are billions of Sun-like stars in the Milky Way, many of which would be 
billions of years older than our own 

• There should be a high probability of Earth-like planets if our world is typical 

• If the Earth is truly typical some of these planets should develop intelligent life 
• Intelligent civilizations will eventually realize interstellar travel (a step that human 

beings should be capable of taking in the not so distant future) 

• Even at a relatively slow pace of travel (small percentage of the speed of light) our 
galaxy could be completely traversed in about a million years 

 

Although some believe that human civilizations in the ancient world were once visited by 
extraterrestrials, no undeniable evidence for an alien encounter of any kind has been 
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presented which underscores Enrico Fermi’s original question.  Reasons for this mysterious 
absence suggest a range of potential answers from the possibility that intelligent life is 
extremely rare to suggestions that extraterrestrials want absolutely nothing to do with us 
given our relatively crude level of intelligence and savage ways.  The full exploration of this 
paradox is a deep discussion with many factors to consider putting it beyond the scope of 
this treatment (for an excellent breakdown of this concept see:  Tim Urban’s “The Fermi 
Paradox” @ waitbutwhy.com). 
 

In the opinion of the author, it is favored that advanced life forms like us are extremely 
rare.  We are certainly not alone in the consideration of living organisms populating other 
planets in the universe; however, when it comes to intelligent beings capable of asking the 
question, we are breathing rarefied air – and it could be as simple as that.  Life on Earth 
made its way from the sea to land relatively recently in geologic time and maybe it was 
something so benign as the steady ebb and flow of recurrent tides driven by our large moon 
that gave the becoming of intelligence on Earth its big break.  On the cosmic playing field 
of possibility, maybe the vast majority of other worlds simply cannot get life to land where 
the expression of consciousness has the potential to exponentially expand.  Sure, marine 
animals like dolphins are smart and seem to have rather complex thoughts in their brains, 
but they can’t tell you this and that’s the bottom line.  A combination of factors is quite 
likely the reason we have this apparent loneliness in the consideration of advanced life and 
beyond the Moon, perhaps mighty Jupiter’s proximity plays a key role where it acts like a 
giant vacuum cleaner sucking up rogue comets that come hurtling towards the inner 
planets from the depths of the solar system, leaving just enough to occasionally slip by and 
reshuffle the deck of life on Earth.  Whatever the case, this conversation leads us to the 
final concept. 
 

The Great Filter – a notion steering off the Fermi Paradox to question what prevents the 
complimentary processes of star formation and planet building from producing a world 
that will give rise to an enduring intelligent life form.  We could have already overcome 
this filter in our Earth’s deep past – perhaps through some long odds of evolution in the 
Biologic from single-cellular to multi-cellular life.  It could be right here in our present – 
the inability of a species to discover its core identity; a catastrophic failure to shed self-
centered ways and achieve common ground which causes advanced life to destroy itself 
environmentally or perhaps through internal conflict and ultimately cataclysmic war.  Or it 
might just be in our future – we are unable to achieve a level of interstellar migration and 
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planetary colonization in time to diversify our species before something unexpected causes 
the next mass extinction event on this planet (like a doomsday comet or asteroid impact), 
or annihilates the entire solar system (like an invading black hole or rogue neutron star 
that gravitationally disrupts our neighborhood and pulls everything apart).  If this filter is 
behind us, then our level of intelligence must be extremely rare.  If it’s in the present, then 
we can assume our chances of escape are not looking very positive considering how we’re 
handling things right now.  And if it is in our future, then we have a chance to get our act 
together.  Of course, the possibility also exists that this obstruction appears at various times 
throughout the becoming of life in the Biologic, but whatever our reality, the only thing we 
can be sure of right now in the analysis of this fateful filter is that humankind seems to be 
doing its very best to realize it.  Yes, the Great Filter does look to be right here and now – 
within this evolutionary bottleneck of the human mind that currently corks our potential 
to see ourselves as one and come together in a much more meaningful way.  Our cosmos 
was endowed with all it needed to become what it is today, and the human brain possesses 
everything it needs to become what it can be tomorrow, including the capacity to grasp this 
true cosmic connection at the core of our being – one that any sound mind can surely see. 
 

 

THE BECOMING OF INTELLIGENCE 
THROUGH THE EXPRESSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

 

Fully rooted within the creation to destiny pattern of being and becoming in this universe, 
our lives are connected to some historically epic physical explosions.  The big bang birth of 
all that is followed by countless supernovae responsible for building the vital chemistry of a 
complex reality are reverberating through the ages of this cosmic continuance; threshold 
events underpinning the whole of you, me, and everything that will ever be.  These crucial 
explosions are the principal facts of our existence in this material realm – the foundational 
field of expression for a cosmos that has been unfolding since the beginning of time, and 
in the continuous development from what’s possible to what’s real, we are altogether the 
becoming of a universal intelligence naturally grounded in the physical.  
 

PHYSICAL INTELLIGENCE (PQ) 
 

Strictly speaking from the viewpoint of life on our own planet, the universe in its process of 
becoming was entirely physical in the unfoldment of itself for about 10 billion years before 
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biology arose here.  Remember, our cosmos according to Earth-life has been alive for just 
28% of its overall age, and even after September 21st on the Universal Timeline when 
living things emerged on this planet, existence would continue to develop simply on a 
physical level.  Early organisms were single-celled and basic in nature, so from the 

perspective of our own Biologic Flow, the cosmos at this time remains purely a universe of 

being and for more than three billion years, such a simple presence would carry life on our 

world until another epic outburst changes everything.  Known as the Cambrian Explosion, 
Earth-life would see new biological blueprints suddenly revealed in an evolutionary 
innovation of physical intelligence including the creative emergence of eyes, fins, teeth, 
armor, etc.  Over a relatively short duration compared with the long march of existence 
that preceded it, this less than fifty-million-year explosion in the expression of living 
organisms would see Earth’s Biologic Flow diversify itself into many new and interesting 
forms.  This threshold event that began around December 17th (over 500 million years ago) 
would set the stage for the complexity of being we witness today, as it touched off an arms 
race in the Biologic and propelled the predator-prey competition for survival that drives 
nature’s fundamental food chain providing an essential mechanism for the becoming of 
intelligence achieved through higher degrees of consciousness within the evolution of life.  
Over time, natural selection through survival of the fittest breeds more capable forms and 
complex behavior; triggering an acceleration of expression and a sharpening of senses that 
in certain species will kindle the fire of sentience – an integral key in the becoming of a 

universal intelligence that unlocks the door to a universe of feeling. 
 

PHYSICAL (PQ)    EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE (EQ) 
 

Clearly something must first be in order to become, so this building-block-style growth in 
the becoming of intelligence through the expression of consciousness seems rational.  Take 
a human baby for example coming out of the womb; where the newborn personifies pure 
being and instinct until its senses fully develop through the connection to an unfamiliar 
environment.  From here it’s onward and upward for the purposes of expression, and just 
like a human child, our cosmos escalates from a universe of being to one of feeling through 
sense and sentience endowing this conduit of consciousness with the seat of subjectivity, 
experience and emotion absolutely required to continue climbing an evolutionary ladder.  
Over the next half-billion years, Earth-life goes about its business of becoming, and along 

the way endures 5 major mass extinctions including the Great Dying that wipes out most of 
the biodiversity on our planet, but like a forest inevitably bounces back after a wildfire 
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scorches the landscape, life on Earth is robust while nature is creative in its rekindling and 
renewal as niches open and opportunity is pounced upon. 
 

The Biologic Flow on Planet Earth is like a book with many chapters.  Even though mass 
extinctions are relatively common in geologic terms and can bring an end to entire eras of 
existence, the story of Earth-life itself has never ended.  We know that everything in the 
Universal Flow is built from simple beginnings and it is within life’s rudimentary roots that 
stability and endurance are grounded.  If life on Earth were to be wiped out entirely some 
day before an intelligent species diversifies itself onto another world, the story at that point 
would come to an end; the book of Gaia is forever closed, and it would be up to some 
other planet’s conscious life to grasp the full capacity of a universal intelligence that human 
beings will never realize with the heading we currently maintain.  You can lead a horse to 
water, but you can’t make it drink and the universe isn’t going to provide us all the answers 
without some concentrated and collective effort on our part.  We have to want it first! 
 

Following the latest Cretaceous-Paleogene mass extinction that wiped out the dinosaurs 
and brought an end to the entire Mesozoic Era, opportunity would knock for the rise of 
mammals that opened the door to a Cenozoic Era which continues today.  Over the course 
of 66 million years, existence in the Biologic once again blossomed and would ultimately 
bear fruit on the tree of life in the form of a creature that possesses the greatest potential 
our planet has ever seen.  In the ground of Earth’s existence, this becoming of intelligence 
through the expression of consciousness witnesses the unparalleled ascension of brainy 
mammals and sees them expose the next developmental rung on the ladder as a universe of 

feeling becomes a universe of thinking. 
 

PHYSICAL (PQ)    EMOTIONAL (EQ)    MENTAL INTELLIGENCE (IQ) 
 

Once again from the perspective of Earth-life alone, it would take billions of years for the 
universe to transition from being to feeling, and many millions more to become a universe 
of thinking.  Evolution is never in a hurry.  Nature has no dates or time schedule to keep.  
However, in its own eventful flow of capacity towards complexity, our cosmos is absolutely 
driven to unfold its intelligence and one particular species on this planet has the ability to 
express itself in much greater depth.  Approaching the destination of this radical journey 
we find ourselves in uncharted waters with this discussion, so let us take a moment to see 
in better detail how our universe unfolds its intelligence through the expression of human 

consciousness in particular.  Take Einstein’s E=mc2 for example.  Energy (E) equals Mass 
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(m) times the Speed of Light Squared (c2) isn’t something that Albert himself invented.  The 
most renowned equation of all time was actualized or written into the universe at the very 
beginning.  It just took the genius of Albert Einstein to realize the monumental connection 
of this mass-energy equivalence and present it to our thinking in the form of an algebraic 
expression.  Through an act of insight, like an archeologist excavating evidence from the 
ground, Einstein tapped directly into the capacity of our reality, articulated the expressed 
physical intelligence stored there, and uploaded this information to the memory of human-
kind (the human stream of consciousness). Einstein’s spectacular realization which is best 

understood as a transfer of information from our universe’s physical intelligence to its mental 

intelligence is certainly one of the most profound acts of insight human beings have ever 
witnessed, but it clearly isn’t the first, nor will it be the last.  Just like our cosmos itself, 
human knowledge too is in a continual process of becoming, and through these flashes of 
realization along with everyday imagination becoming reality, our mainstream awareness 
continues to flow today.  As pointed out previously, this universe is properly perceived only 
when observed as one total unbroken movement from creation to destiny and the human 
stream of consciousness is simply a natural offshoot of this flowing activity.  At the end of 
the day, our cosmos is getting to know itself through us, and how many times it has looked 
itself in the mirror through an intelligent life form is unknown and highly unknowable.  
Maybe just now.  Maybe a hundred times before.  Whatever the case, we human beings are 
at a crossroads and make no mistake about it – this is the moment of truth for our species.  
Do we currently have what it takes as a civilization to look at the universe and recognize 
that we are simply the universe looking at itself?  Are we capable of putting our differences 
aside in an effort to make such a significant and promising connection?  Can we pass this 
crucial test of self-realization and break new ground in the becoming of us? 
 

 

14 BILLION YEARS OF EVOLUTION 
 

 

PHYSICAL 
(PQ) 

 

EMOTIONAL 
(EQ) 

 

MENTAL 
(IQ) 

 

SPIRITUAL 
(SQ) 

 

BEING 
 

FEELING 
 

THINKING 
 

KNOWING 
 

 

This is the natural pathway for the unfolding of intelligence through the expression of 
consciousness – a passage from being, to feeling, to thinking, to knowing that a particularly 
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intelligent species will traverse in its process of becoming, and how much longer it takes us 
to break through this evolutionary bottleneck remains to be seen, but it always comes down 
to what we want to create.  The human species has everything it needs right now to become 
what it can be tomorrow if we’d just be willing to move forward in a more meaningful way; 
there’s no looking back, and in light of the Universal Flow, 21st century humanity stands 
on the threshold of this new identity – all we have to do now is just reach out and grab it.  

Become a knowing consciousness by once-and-for-all seeing ourselves as one and the same. 
 

We are the universe trying to understand  
itself (the becoming of intelligence),  

while the universe expresses itself through us  
and all of life (the expression of consciousness). 
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TOWARDS TOMORROW – A NEW RENAISSANCE 
 

The next evolutionary leap in the becoming of humanity will be from a universe of 
thinking to a universe of knowing.  The writing for this shift in our consciousness is now 

on the wall.  It’s going to happen.  Not a matter of if, but a matter of when – this is clear.  
What isn’t clear is whether we will be popping the cork in celebration or in despair. 
 

ROUGH EXPERIENCE  versus  ENLIGHTENED INTENTION 
 

Yes, we have a choice in how the deep-seated cycle in our consciousness (page 72) is going 
to be transcended.  We can continue down our current behavioral path towards a wake-up 
call via rough and regretful experience – probably through environmental catastrophe or 
cataclysmic war, or we can make a concerted effort to start changing our behavior right 
now through open minds and enlightened intention – a new direction in thinking, being 
and purpose that brings us together on some fundamental level as human beings in order 
to avoid disaster and begin building a better globe.  Neither course will be easy, but one 
promises to be considerably less painful and far less debilitating to our coming years and to 
the lives of future generations.  The choice seems so obvious doesn’t it?  So why is it that 
humankind will likely continue down this mastodon path towards implosion and disaster?   
 

The answer is categorically simple: we are a naturally diverse population of peoples thrust 
into an artificial and morally bereft society – an economic jungle where money, power and 
profit drive us together while tribal differences pull us apart.  A drastically divided system 
of survival that promotes neither health nor happiness.  If we were to visualize the whole of 
humanity in this power play of greed, corruption, division and disconnection as a large 
family living under the same roof, we would be the most dysfunctional household one 
could imagine.  It simply wouldn’t work and it’s simply not working, and in this socially 
impaired state of a global unconsciousness where no foundation of integrity or identity 
supports our continued rise through the Technologic, we are destined to fall.  Looking out 
the window in this human house of cards it’s rather apparent that everything else we see is 
living up to its full potential.  Our universe, our galaxy, our star, our planet, and all life 
forms on Earth are operating at peak performance towards the unfolding of their capacity 
leaving nothing on the table.  In other words, every layer of creation’s potential ability to 
become is being met by its actual ability to become.  Homo sapiens are the lone exception 
in this entire known universe and we haven’t come close to what our potential offers.  
Looks pretty pathetic one might say... 
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Why is this?  Why are we as a species so inadequate here while all existence we can see far 
outperforms our level of competence and sufficiency?  As noted frequently it always comes 
down to intention, and the truth in our existence is that hundreds of thousands of years 
ago we signed off on all hand holding.  Trade-offs in life are common.  You cannot get 
what you want without giving up something else in return.  This is evidently a reciprocal 
and consequential universe we occupy that is never going to be a one-way street and in the 
becoming of human consciousness, like a mature child leaves the security of home to make 
their own way in the world, we took intention into our own hands long ago as our universe 
endowed us with the greatest gift a species can receive.  Yes, it’s called free will, but it can 
come with a cost – a stiff price to be paid if handled poorly. 
 

Unshackled and released long ago from the limitations of lesser consciousness, our ancient 
ancestors were free to begin expressing themselves in a more unrestrained way, nevertheless 
it would still take millennia to substantially break free from the natural order of things on 
this dynamic living planet, and even today we continue to personify many aspects of a 
primitive past – particularly our predatory instincts that used to be a huge benefit to us but 
are now a crippling impediment.  Evolution can take the animal out of the jungle, however 
taking the jungle out of the animal is another matter altogether, especially considering this 
particular life form in question turned around and replaced the physical jungle left behind 
with an economic version that is equally as fierce, hostile, competitive and unforgiving.  So 
where do we go from here?  Towards tomorrow of course – a new renaissance in humanity 
where our scientific literacy comes together with our spiritual intelligence.  A place where:   
 

Understanding transcends ignorance 
Generosity trumps greed 
Love vanquishes hate 

Unity overcomes division 
Courage conquers fear 

 

This is a new type of culture we must envision – one where we know what it means to be a 
human being living in a fully interconnected and participatory cosmos; an intentional 
universe driven to unfold its intelligence through the expression of us.  Given everything 
that has led to our phenomenal existence, don’t we owe it to ourselves, our planet, and the 
diversity of life we share it with to realize the true capacity within? 
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The stakes for humanity have never been higher than they are right now and in order to 
close this deal, to shake hands as a species, we must think from the end to find a new 
beginning – to put our collective attention on becoming so much more than we’ve ever 
been before.  The universe has given us everything it can in getting us to this point.  After 
all, it gave us being.  Now it’s up to us to provide our society with a deeper level of meaning 
and the question that begs an answer is:  Do we love ourselves, our children, and our 
children’s children more than we fear change?  What we are talking about here within this 
potential shift in consciousness is momentum, and it’s definitely not the power holders on 
this planet that will be creating it – they are far too content.  The everyday people of this 
world (whom I believe are inherently good and kind) are the ones who must carry the torch 
and light the way to a better place.  Tomorrow’s destiny is being written today and that’s 
the manifest reality of our own eventful flow as a species in the process of becoming itself. 
 

Our destiny is what we will become; 

our fate is what will become of us, and 

our legacy is what we leave behind. 
           

 
 
With this compendium reaching a close we open the door to a universe of knowing.  It was 
Einstein who linked time and space.  He also linked energy and matter.  Now it’s time for a 
new cosmology of consciousness to link them all; the holistic view of a conscious cosmos to 
be discovered in Our Flowing Existence – A Journey to Cosmic Consciousness that has 
only just begun. 
 
 

To learn more... 
 

Proceed to www.davidjmcknight.com where you can: 
 

Read my Think Pieces    Engage my services    Share your thoughts    Ask questions 
 Stay on top of my upcoming book    Follow me    Support this worthwhile endeavor 

http://www.davidjmcknight.com/
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APPENDIX 
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REFERENCE 

 
1. Recognition of this path from potentiality to actuality has been with us since antiquity.   In the 

philosophy of Aristotle for example, he believed possibility was driven by the realization of 
potentialities – a movement from the lower level of potentiality towards the higher level of 
actuality. 
 

2. The Goldilocks Zone of Consciousness – A Think Piece @ davidjmcknight.com discussing the 
opportunity for intelligent life in the universe being about more than just location.  Beyond 
the prime real estate that we occupy in both our solar system and galaxy, the timing of our 
existence in this universe is of a higher order. 
 

3. Mars is about 78 million kilometers further away from the Sun than our Earth which means it 
naturally takes longer to complete a single revolution.  The Martian year is therefore equal to 
686.97 Earth days (1.88 Julian years). 
 

4. Your Own Eventful Flow – A Think Piece @ davidjmcknight.com highlighting memory, 
meaning and momentum as flagstones paving the road of life. 
 

5. Dark Matter – Presently, an unidentified type of matter that does not emit or interact with 
electromagnetic radiation like visible light and is therefore invisible to our current technology 
but is inferred by its gravitational influence on visible matter and the large-scale structure of 
the cosmos.  This mysterious matter makes up approximately 27% of the total mass-energy 
density of the observable universe while ordinary (baryonic) matter contributes less than 5%. 
 

6. Dark Energy – A currently unidentified form of energy that is presumed to permeate all of 
space causing the accelerated expansion of today’s universe.  This enigmatic type of energy 
makes up about 68% of the total mass-energy density of the observable universe. 
 

7. The 21st Century Mirror Test™ – A Think Piece @ davidjmcknight.com describing humankind’s 
eventual evolvement as a species from self-recognition to self-realization – an inevitable 
criticality threshold for any life form intelligent enough to recognize itself in the reflection of 
the universe. 
 

8. Absolute Zero – As our universe perpetually expands it also cools and continues to drop in 
temperature today, but cannot theoretically get any colder than minus 273 degrees Celsius 
which is considered absolute zero on the Kelvin temperature scale. 
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RELEASE DATE:  TBA 
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BACK COVER SUMMARY 
 

 
 

WE ARE THE UNIVERSE TRYING TO 
UNDERSTAND ITSELF (THE BECOMING OF 

INTELLIGENCE); WHILE THE UNIVERSE 
EXPRESSES ITSELF THROUGH US AND ALL OF 
LIFE (THE EXPRESSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS). 

 
  

Our eyes are beginning to open; awakening to the realization that consciousness is 
the fundamental fiber in the fabric of our universe – a conscious cosmos where the 
material existence of you, me, and everything we see is embodied in the becoming of 
a universal intelligence at the source of matter, energy, space and time. 

 
This exciting new paradigm is already upon us, as our science reveals an entangled 
quantum realm where the observer closes the loop on the observed within a 
participatory and intentional reality shaped by the sentient life forms that inhabit it – 
a place in which advanced beings like ourselves represent the final link in a web of 
relationship intricately woven over the course of 14 billion years. 

 
From universe, to galaxy, to star, to planet, to life, the flowing capacity of creation 
became the material complexity of our world; an eventful unfolding of reality from an 
infinitesimal seed to intelligent beings on the cusp of recognizing in the reflection of 
our existence that we are the universe and the universe is us! 

 
With one eye on the Earth and the other on the Cosmos, Our Flowing Existence 
explores a new cosmology of consciousness in a universe getting to know itself – a 
passage from being, to feeling, to thinking, to knowing that a particularly intelligent 
species will traverse in its process of becoming.  A Journey to Cosmic Consciousness 
that humanity must complete in order to transcend its self-centered ways and begin 
charting a new path towards a bright future and promising destiny. 
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